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AS WE APPROACH the annual conference there are many challenges 
facing social care. The financial situation facing local government, the 
implementation of the Care Bill; integrating with the health service and 
other partners; ensuring that there is high quality provision consistent 
with a personal needs and choices and taking responsibility for 
continuous improvement represent some of the most significant issues in 
social care for a generation.  
 

The successful navigation through these initiatives will test the leadership skills and resolve of 
directors, senior colleagues and elected members. In my own authority and in listening to the 
experiences and achievements in other areas I am often humbled by stories of the creativity and 
commitment of the social care workforce in adapting to change with dedication and skill.  
 
All the most effective ways of addressing these issues involve the range of partners in central 
government, other public services, providers of care and recipients of services. The conference 
is a major opportunity to debate the issues and put our collective heads together to find the best 
way forward. 
 
This first online version of Futures contains references to many of these issues so, read on!! 
 
Over 20 years ago Sir Roy Griffiths wrote the brief report that heralded the transfer of 
responsibility for coordinating community care to local authorities. In this report he described a 
fragmented system where funding was inadequately targeted and coordinated. He reflected that 
the Israelites had a relatively simple task when they were making bricks from straw. 
 
Many authorities are preparing to save 30 per cent of their budgets for the second time in four 
years. Local authorities and partners have shown innovation and creativity in achieving savings 
to date, while transforming services through the introduction and development of a more 
personalised approach. 
 
The Local Government Association and ADASS have worked together to develop a tool to help 
authorities analyse their activity and spend (TLAP and TEASC). Following use by a number of 
authorities it is now widely available. The feedback from those who have used it is useful in 
providing a basis for authorities to plan their future approach to savings. 
 
There has been a major impetus towards integrating health and social care through the 
ministerial announcement of an expectation that health and social care communities will have 
integrated by 2018 linked with the call for bids for local health and social care communities to 
become Pioneers by 2018. Elsewhere in this edition I explore the issues arising from the high 
profile given to this agenda which has increased markedly through this year, whilst John 
Jackson addresses the issues arising from the Health and Social Care Integration 
Transformation Fund.  
 
The Care Bill is the most significant social care legislation since the community care legislation 
in the 1990s but probably even since the 1940s. A great deal of focus has rightly been on the 
implementation of the Dilnot proposals limiting the amount that people have to pay towards the 
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costs of their care. There has been less focus on the other elements of the Bill that bring in 
major changes and clearer expectations on information and advice, services to carers, 
safeguarding, prevention and national eligibility and portability of assessment are major 
changes. 
 
In this edition of Futures Online, Simon Williams updates us on the Dilnot funding models and 
work that ADASS is doing to quantify the costs of implementation and extra responsibilities, 
once implemented. The Department of Health have estimated the costs, but the changes are so 
wide-ranging that it is important that local authorities understand the costs in their area and that 
this informs our collective work with the Department of Health and the Department of 
Communities and Local Government as we work together on realising the intentions of 
Parliament.  
 
As Sandie Keene reports it is a major achievement that DH, LGA and ADASS are working 
together on the programme to implement the Bill. This reflects the need to ensure that national 
expectations are informed by local requirements. 
 
Working together in regions, there has been significant progress in the development and 
implementation of arrangements to support sector-led improvement. Local Accounts, self 
assessment, peer challenge and performance review have informed the development of social 
care across the country, demonstrating our commitment to quality and supporting and 
challenging each other in equal measure. This is such an important part of our work as we all 
seek to transform services to meet the aspirations of the Care Bill, ensure that every penny of 
the public purse is stretched as far as possible and ensure that we are clear about the offer to 
our citizens. 
 
I always look forward to the conference as an opportunity to learn, share and find new solutions. 
I hope that it achieves this objective for you. 
 
David Pearson 
Vice President 
ADASS 
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ADASS President Sandie Keene reflects on the first six months of her 
presidency during what has been arguably the most interesting and 
challenging time for the leadership of adult social care services - and 
ADASS in particular. 
 
THE PASSAGE OF the Care Bill through the parliamentary process 
coupled with an unprecedented drive to integrate our services with the 
NHS; a new regulatory process and chief inspector; new chief social 

worker, new Healthwatch organisations... All mixed with the continued drive to improve quality 
and personalise services, embrace new technology and approaches, create partnerships and 
coproduce solutions, improve relationships with providers.  
 
And all needing to be delivered within a reducing resource base must surely qualify for the 
shortlist of special years! 
 
With that daunting list of tasks and priorities, it is hard to know where to begin on my mid term 
report! I also happen to be writing this alongside my mid-year appraisal in Leeds and am 
influenced by the things I will report on for that... Leadership, Transformation. Enterprise, Calls 
for action (specific priorities) and individual challenges. they are all appropriate headings for 
ADASS too! 
 
Leadership and transformation go hand in hand and there is no greater challenge for us in this 
regard than the implementation of the Care Bill when it becomes statute. The scale of the task 
became all too apparent at the ADASS Spring Seminar this year when we were in discussion 
about the detail of the Bill. The broad intention surrounding the main tenets of the legislation 
cannot be refuted, but the timescales and detail, along with the fiscal context, requires high-
order programme management in our individual authorities.  
 
My theme at that seminar was about adding value through enterprise and innovation - an 
appropriate strap line which produced, in discussion, the idea of a national joint programme 
management approach for the Care Bill with DH/LGA and ADASS working together to ensure 
the necessary coordinated decision making and support to the sector.  
 
Six months on we now have joint programme leads from LGA and DH and the mobilisation of 
staff, including the appointment of Jo David, a former AD from Greenwich, to work with ADASS 
and directors. We will also be joined by a provider representative in the team to co-produce 
products and resource the provider engagement. The aim is to have a programme template and 
national support which can be modified to suit local circumstances and will enhance local 
change capacity.  
 
As the architecture of the Care Bill working streams developed, I quickly realised that the 
president gets invited to most of the meetings! It is a great privilege to contribute but unrealistic 
to address the detail in everything! We are developing lead directors for much of the work and 
growing clarity about the key issues which need much more attention. There are some major 
factors such as building a system based on people's strengths not deficits, clarifying roles and 
responsibilities in portability of assessments, crunch detail on financial and payment systems, 
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financial impact modeling, IT preparedness, financial market products, provider relationships 
and wholesale citizen communications which are mission-critical in landing a sustainable future 
for Adult Social Care through the Act. All of which I have been engaged with  in meetings, 
conversations and emails over the last six months and which will no doubt continue as a major 
part of the presidential duties! 
 
For all of us, I am sure the biggest challenge in delivering change is the context of the financial 
environment for ASC and local government. The ADASS and LGA contribution to the spending 
review was robust and based on the fantastic information garnered from the ADASS budget 
survey this year. The survey will, for me, be remembered as much for precipitating my debut on 
the Today programme and as for its accurate reflection of a system under strain to the point of 
crisis. The messages were clearly communicated in the press coverage with significant effect. 
 
 It hardly seems possible that six months ago when I began the role, a £3.8 bn NHS transfer 
(subsequently renamed Integration Transformation Fund) was not even a twinkle in the 
Treasury's eye. The work to develop the arrangements for the transition have been significant 
and undertaken in partnership with DH, DCLG, The Treasury, LGA, DH and  NHSE amongst 
others.  
 
At the time of writing, the ink is not yet dry on the final form and format. The negotiating, 
lobbying and jostling will no doubt continue up to ministerial sign-off. But whatever the outcome, 
the fund inextricably links us with the NHS jointly to deliver improved outcomes for citizens. A 
simple message - but with all the complexity of governance, prioritisation, double counting, 
commissioning and decommissioning for us to unravel in our leadership challenge.  
 
One of my early opportunities to contribute to the renewed focus on integrating care and 
support was in the development of the document Empowering local ambitions for integrated 
care and support which was subsequently used by Norman Lamb to launch the Pioneer 
Programme.  
 
Fortnightly meetings with the minister and partners focusing on  integrating care services left no 
doubt about priorities in this respect - priorities clearly shared across the country judging by the 
number of Pioneer applications. The tipping point has clearly been reached and integration is 
'an idea who's time has come' (Victor Hugo). But as ever, the devil is in the detail, and in the 
development.  
 
It is certainly a development which everyone is talking about, even if they do all have a slightly 
different take on it! Whether it is party conferences, Westminster briefings, Royal Colleges, 
provider engagement, speaking invitations, think tanks, financial or policy initiatives (and I have 
taken part at some point or another in all of them!) integration is the subject of the day. The 
National Voices and TLAP’s work on 'I' statements will, I hope, keep us grounded on what this is 
all about as we grapple with the big issues of finance, institution, governance and professional 
practice. 
 
There have been some interesting discussions with Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and Eire 
about the importance of integrated health and social care approaches in our different countries, 
culminating in the launch and publication of a document (at this year’s NCAS conference) 
highlighting the importance of social care within an integrated context. We have drawn out some 
of the unique contributions of social care irrespective of the NHS arrangements we are linking 
to. It is the hope that our integration plans will be informed by the work and that, together, we 
can design sustainable local models for the future.  
 
You could be forgiven for thinking that the whole of my first six months has been taken up with 
the Care Bill, finance and integration. They have certainly been major features of the time. 
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However, not by any means the whole story. A key part of the role, as I quickly discovered, was 
in supporting key relationships with partners in social care which have been forged, some over 
many years, by previous presidents, and in the development of some important new ones. 
 
A significant sector partnership is TLAP which uniquely brings together voices from different 
representatives of the ASC sector. People who use services, providers, commissioners, 
regulators, improvement agencies and DH all contribute to the development of some really 
important pieces of work to support the sector. This year has seen a renewed focus on 
personalisation, information and quality alongside existing work streams. TLAP are also going to 
provide a steering group lead for a major piece of work we are launching, with DH funding, to 
set out a framework for commissioning ASC services in the new context of integration, 
coproduction and personalisation. The aim of this is to provide a baseline from which authorities 
can monitor their own performance and perhaps seek a peer review of progress through TEASC  
if appropriate. We hope to achieve an ambitious target of publication by next April... Watch this 
space!  
 
Which of course leads to TEASC. Somehow this year I have managed to get to chair both TLAP 
and TEASC, a real privilege! The work that the ADASS regions and TEASC are doing is 
amazing and making a real difference in a number of authorities. Mutual support ( and of course 
challenge!) is the bedrock on which sector led improvement is formed and colleagues are rising 
to the task. We have been finalising an agreed approach to managing underperformance and 
have published an earlier than usual analysis of national performance using Health and Social 
Care Information Centre which will be developed over time.  
 
Also this year, as a result of the individual authority submissions of the personalisation survey, 
and respecting confidentiality of the returns, I wrote to a number of directors concerning lower 
than expected PB figures and offering support from TEASC. The response was extremely 
heartening as colleagues openly shared the situations they faced. Most of the directors were 
able to revise figures upwards after further work, some outlined plans to progress and some 
have sought more assistance on specific issues. A significant example of sector-led 
improvement in action.  We also took an active role in communications with directors around the 
Winterbourne View stock-take and an excellent response rate was achieved. 
 
The spotlight continues to be on greater transparency for the sector. We will need to deliver this 
in order to gain increased credibility in sector led improvement.  
 
Close working relationships with CQC have been maintained at a time of significant change for 
them. The news of Andrea Sutcliffe's appointment as chief inspector and Tony Hunter’s to the 
Chief executive vacancy left at SCIE means we have leaders in regulation and improvement 
with whom we can continue to do business. CQC will be publishing their next steps for social 
care development shortly and have been inclusive in seeking views from ADASS which we 
welcome. Developing links with Healthwatch has also been significant.  Early meetings have 
also been arranged with Tony Hunter: so the future looks bright in relation to partnership and 
influence. 
 
The new landscape on workforce is a welcome development with Annie Hudson heading up the 
College of Social Work and Lyn Romeo as the new chief social worker. Not surprisingly both 
have been in the diary and exciting possibilities emerge to give the profession the higher profile 
and status it deserves.  
 
The list of partners is almost too long to give each the airtime they deserve. Key developments 
with providers have resulted in several meetings with the United Kingdom Home Care 
Association concerning the accelerating agenda for improved  commissioning (procuring really) 
of home care services, 15 minute calls, minimum wage and employment practice. I have also 
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met with the Low Pay Commission on this and will be giving evidence at their forthcoming 
review. The low wage workforce will continue to be a key issue for us.  
 
Additional discussions have been held with NHS Confed, Nice (it was good to be invited to join 
their interview panel for non exec appointments with a social care interest), CPA, Skills for Care, 
Alzheimer’s society, ImPower, NDTI... the list goes on. They are all key partners who have 
ideas and opportunities for engagement and development in the interests of the sector.  
 
I was reminded by a partner colleague recently that social care is full of good people connecting 
well and working to make a difference. It has certainly been my experience as I have met with 
passionate and committed leaders of the sector.  
 
A final and significant mention in the review must be the conference speaking engagements and 
media opportunities which have been extensive. Far more than I originally expected. As far as 
speaking goes, I seem to have been at all points around the country and also to Germany, 
Scotland and Eire to boot. Over 10000 miles and 35 conferences according to my long suffering 
PA Alison. They have all been around various themes of the sector, Care Bill, integration, 
demography and finance.  
 
The presidential year has also so far included 43 nights away from home (the downside of 
having a Northern president!). Some memorable times would include addressing Solihull staff to 
celebrate their achievements in improved performance, finding a visitor for my mother in law in a 
care home in East Sussex from a volunteer coordinator conference attendee, and being a 
panelist on call my bluff after speaking at the Nice conference (I was dreadful!)! Drew Clode has 
also been busy on the media front organising several TV appearances and a number of radio 
broadcasts including a radio 4 programme on funding the NHS.  
 
I can't finish a mid term review without acknowledging the very real support which comes from 
the ADASS office, trustees and executive council on a daily basis. Special thanks go to Linda 
Sanders for the first term vice-presidential support and the many Pioneer applications she read 
on our behalf. And special welcome to David Pearson and Ray James who will be your 
president(s) in subsequent years combined with a sad farewell to Jo Cleary who has served the 
profession with skill, flair and character over many years!  
 
The support of the ADASS office team is also vital to crunch through the many competing 
demands of the urgent and important... And to keep me on the straight and narrow!  
 
Keeping the ship afloat with the routine business alongside the new is a feat! So much so that 
we are commissioning a review of how we best go forward with capacity to deliver all we have 
to do in the coming years. We are all acutely aware of the difficulty for authorities in releasing 
directors to contribute at the national level alongside very exacting day jobs in these stretched 
times and so a review of possibilities is timely, (See Richard Webb's article in this edition). 
 
On that note, I must pay huge tribute to Leeds (and my husband) for encouraging me to do all 
the things you have just read about! The support of elected members, chief exec and of course 
the ASC team has been extraordinary. I can't predict the outcome of my Leeds mid-year 
appraisal ('would be nice if we saw her' perhaps?) but for ADASS, if you are reading this as a 
potential appraiser of my progress,  I'm hoping you wouldn't judge me with a `try harder’ .. But 
perhaps with a “done much, still more to do”!! 
 
Sandie Keene 
President 
ADASS 
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What might the new, integrated world look like? And do current health and 
social care reform agendas, alongside our current funding arrangements, 
provide all the pieces to enable us to complete the jigsaw? ADASS Vice-
President David Pearson tries out some answers… 
 
I HAVE WORKED on the interface between health and social care for 
nearly thirty years. I am a current serving appointed Board Member (as 
opposed to a co-opted local authority representative) and I completed a 

Masters research degree in integrating health and social care: I started in integrated health and 
social care services in adult mental health in 1985 – I believe in it!  
 
It is also my firm belief that the conditions for successful integration have to be right and 
integration is a means to an end, not an end in itself. 
 
There has never been such a focus on encouraging local health and social care communities to 
integrate. This has gained considerable momentum over the summer: 
 

 A ministerial announcement setting an expectation that all services will be integrated by 2018 

 111 local social care and health communities applied to become Pioneers, and   

 The announcement of the Health and Social Care Integration Transformation Fund 
 

The volume of Pioneer bids alone in relatively short timescales shows the level of ambition in 
health and social care communities. The informal feedback is that many of the bids were of a 
high quality and deciding on the bids to progress to Pioneer status has been challenging. Often 
this required a distinctive contribution in the bid to developing our understanding of what works, 
or an intention to tackle what are known as particularly tricky issues. 
 
This was quickly followed by the £3.8 billion Transformation Fund announced as part of the 
spending review. £1.9 billion is already in the system as part of the existing NHS Support to 
Social Care Funding, Disabled Facilities Grants and carers funding. The other £1.9 billion is a 
new pot as far as social care is concerned but will be drawn from CCG budgets. 
   
There will have to be a balance in the use of funding for integrating health and social care; 
protecting social care, and meeting the range of conditions and performance targets. There is 
some complexity to these arrangements but it is clear from participation in the Integrated Care 
Steering Group that the desire is to see all areas succeed. 
 
In many ways the conditions for integration are ripe. Public services have tended to change 
significantly as a result of legislation or major financial challenges. Both of these conditions 
apply. But there are other drivers:- 
 
* The health service has moved increasingly towards a service where a large area of activity 
and cost is in meeting the needs of older people with a number of long term conditions. 
 

* There is strong evidence that 30 per cent of those occupying hospital beds are older people 
who could be cared for in the community if there was the right kind of proactive multidisciplinary 
care linked to Primary Care.  
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In an area such as Nottinghamshire if this was to be realised it would release £200 million of 
expenditure. Typically this involves a clear process for identifying those most at risk of hospital 
admission and residential or nursing home care and trying to address those risks proactively, 
rather than responding to the crisis. It would also involve having a range of options which 
enable people to be assessed and have their continuing care needs met outside hospital. 
 
An impact of putting GPs in such a crucial position in the Health Service as Commissioners is 
that they have a greater appreciation of the ingredients of successful community care and the 
significance of social care. The fact is that despite the problems and some of the failures, social 
care has a very long history of considering the whole person and their needs (rather than a 
condition or a series of conditions) and successfully supporting very vulnerable people to be as 
independent as possible. 
 
The introduction of Health and Wellbeing Boards, as well as bringing democratic legitimacy to 
local health services, provide an opportunity for health and local government to change the way 
services are provided rather than a situation where the clinical and political context is geared 
towards maintaining the status quo.  
 
The power of local members in achieving change has never been better demonstrated than 
over the last few years, as local government has been at the forefront in responding to 
reductions in funding with some significant new responsibilities.   
 
Despite the strong drive towards integration on a national scale, the emphasis has been on 
local solutions based around the needs of the individual and carers. This has the strength of 
recognising that there are different ways of integrating and this cannot be led by structures, but 
by focusing on outcomes. 
 
In launching the invitation for Pioneer bids it was recognised that there are barriers to which 
there are no simple solutions (otherwise these would have been resolved some time ago). 
 
The voices of the user and of the carers have been increasingly heard. Every senior leader I 
have heard in the last year has quoted from the experience in relation to close relatives or 
friends. The anecdotes have rarely been positive reflecting on an uncoordinated, fragmented 
and unresponsive system. The fact is that as the number of people who experience health and 
social care services as carers increases, a more powerful lobby for change emerges. 
 
So, this is the good news! However, there are still a number of issues that are either to be 
overcome or managed as we proceed. Some of the most significant are:- 
 
The evidence base for integration is mixed.  Common sense tells us that it must improve 
coordination, create seamless service responses and save money. The evidence is that where it 
works well in clearly focussed areas with specified outcomes it can deliver these benefits. There 
are, however, examples where this is not the case. We have to plan and focus with care. 
 
The system becomes ever more complex as the number of organisations increase. In some 
areas, such as London there be only one CCG but several acute providers. In other areas there 
are several CCGs and one acute Trust and finally in a number of large Counties you have both 
numerous CCGs and numerous Trusts. It is possible to integrate in all these circumstances, but 
the work to galvanise around a common vision and objectives can require a herculean effort. 
Financial incentives are in some cases perverse. To achieve the level of change required 
Foundation Trusts need to own the objectives as much as anyone. The tariff system and the 
need for Foundation Trusts to prove their worth can lead to a position whereby the objective of 
reducing hospital beds to pay for transformed care is not owned. 
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The funding reductions in local government and the profile of expenditure create some 
differences in priorities. The burning platform for the health service is the increasing numbers of 
older people. Whilst this is important in social care, the fact is that the funding pressure for 
younger adults with complex needs is greater. The TLAP team in the Department of Health 
commented on this in its Use of Resources Report. The proportion of social care expenditure 
directly related to learning disability services has risen from 23% in 2007/8 to 30% in 2010/11. 
This represented a 13% real terms growth over the period and due to the transfer of health 
funding in 2011/12 there was a 21% growth in 2011/12. The issue here is that CCGs will 
understandably be focused on the work with older people, but a failure to consider the funding 
arrangements for younger adults across the system would not work as local government 
grapples with maintaining essential services. The shift is emphasised by the response to 
Winterbourne View which is for a stronger role for local government. 
 
There has been considerable focus on information sharing rightly as an essential prerequisite 
for effective integration. My personal experience of being part of a DH/DCLG pilot on leadership 
in integrated care makes me wonder whether although there is much that can be done by local 
leaders to break down the barriers to information sharing, some moderate changes to legislation 
are required.  
 
Integration requires huge changes in culture at all levels of a very large system and amongst the 
public who are used to a very buildings based model of care. 
 
So, what are some of the pieces of the jigsaw? 

 A clear vision, outcomes and objectives agreed by all partners through the Health and 
Wellbeing Board  

 Whole system budgeting 

 Integrated commissioning arrangements  

 United primary, community and secondary health alongside adult social care 

 Arrangements for sharing personal and performance information 

 IT connectivity to support information sharing  

 Multidisciplinary teams  

 Single access to the provision of advice and information 

 Integrated arrangements for crisis response 

 The focus on jointly commissioning or providing services that are known to work, e.g. 
reablement, holistic assessment, identification and proactive support for those most at risk 
 

There is understandably much focus currently on the £3.8bn of the Transformation Fund but the 
real prize is considering across the whole of health and local government how all the money is 
spent. In fact, I see no alternative. As soon as you contemplate a seismic shift in the way that 
services are delivered and their location you have to model large portions of the total spend to 
understand where money needs to be disinvested so that it can be invested in the right services. 
Inevitably the financial flows are complex across a range of health and social care organisations. 
 
I would commend to you the work of the four social care organisations from Scotland, Northern 
Ireland, Wales and England who have collaborated to tease out the evidence and experience 
from the four nations*. For those of us who believe in a greater level of integration, these are 
exciting times. There is a sense of purpose and goodwill. This passion has to be balanced with 
strong leadership nationally and locally to create the conditions in which integration delivers 
clear and recognisable improvements for the recipients of health and care services.  
 
David Pearson 
Vice President 
ADASS 
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Taking time to reflect, look at the lessons learned from a long career in 
social work, and taking stock, are some of the new features in 
Jo Cleary’s life as she draws back from her role as executive director, 
adults and community with the London Borough of Lambeth, and invests 
more in her chairship of The College of Social Work, and the National 
Skills Academy for Social Care. 
 

As a new phase opens in what has been a varied career, she talks to 
Drew Clode about her passion for social work and its value which has never gone away… 
 

SHE WAS BORN of Irish ancestry in Grantham, Lincolnshire- a town small enough for her 
mother to remember the family who served her weekly groceries in the famous store run by 
Margaret Hilda Roberts’ (Margaret Thatcher’s) parents. Jo’s pram was wheeled in frequently, 
“though there’s no statute to me there yet,” she laughs. In fact the Clearys moved around a lot in 
her younger days. Her father was a sales representative for a pharmaceutical company. 
  

Most of her youth, though, was spent in North East London where she attended St Angela’s 
Providence Convent Grammar School for Girls in Wood Green. She was involved, one way or 
another, with Catholic schools for much of her early life but sees no causal connection between 
that and her consequent involvement in social care. 
  

What she was to describe as a ‘pivotal’ moment in her life came in 1964 with the sudden death 
of her father. She was 13, and it led to an abrupt move from London up to Nottingham and her 
mother changing from being ‘a rather traditional, fifties housewife’ to return to nursing. “The 
event changed our whole life forever, totally,” Jo recalls. “It was a real struggle for my mother 
working and caring for my younger brother and I. I remember it vividly.” 
  

Yet despite her education being disturbed again, continuity was sustained by her going to 
another Catholic, Girls’ Grammar School in Nottingham “where the O-level syllabus was 
different and where they took the proverbial out of my "posh" London accent...  Yes, it was all 
very difficult!” 
  

More change was on its way when she moved from there to Swansea University studying 
politics and international relations. “That became fundamental to my approach – understanding 
the political side of things.” There was no specific reason why she took the subject other than 
the fact that she was `just genuinely interested in it. 
  

While there she did copious amounts of work as a volunteer, working in what used to be called 
adult training centres. She washed up in the old Spastics Society facilities for people with 
learning disabilities, and did basic caring roles. She has no idea why: “I suppose it was a bit 
about giving back.  We, as a generation, did have that sense that we should put something in as 
well as taking out.” 
  

She emerged with her degree into a very different world from the one that confronts young 
people today. “Back in the early seventies the world was your oyster. You could do what you 
liked; there were so many opportunities. I don’t think I realised at the time just how privileged my 
generation was to have had all those opportunities. 
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 “I decided to do voluntary service overseas, and went off with the United Nations for a year 
teaching in – yes – a Catholic convent school in Kiribati,” -  the state which was to grow out of 
the Gilbert part of what used to be called the Gilbert and Ellice Islands in the middle of the 
Pacific. It was a beautiful coral atoll where you could see the sea from either side. When I got 
there,” she says, “all I could see was sea and sky and I thought ‘Oh my God, what have I done 
this time?’” 
  
It was an amazing experience, but isolated and isolating. She taught many things she thought 
irrelevant to the girls - about rivers and mountains they’d never see, and English history they’d 
never engage with: but “they wanted to pass the exams to qualify for universities overseas and 
get jobs to support their families.” 
  
While there, as is so often the case, patterns of friendships were formed that have lasted the 
rest of her life…  New Zealand, Australian, Irish. It wasn’t easy. Fresh food was hard to come 
by. “But I read a lot – I read War and Peace while I was there: what else was there to do?!” 
  
After a year, penniless but only because she'd spent her return air fare travelling round the other 
Pacific islands, she moved on to Australia and began to build on her university voluntary work by 
taking a live-in job in a children’s home in order to save up to get home on the Trans-Siberian 
railway. But she didn’t like the home; didn’t like its ethos, and found it hard to change some of the 
practice she saw. Not surprisingly it was an experience “which has motivated me ever since. It’s 
one of the things I constantly tell social workers. ‘Challenge, if you see something that you feel isn’t 
right!’” It has played its part right down to the current day, motivating her views about leadership. 
  
When she returned to England she came back as a teacher: after all “that’s what I’d been doing 
for two years. So that’s what I thought I should do.” A PGCE followed at the Institute of 
Education, but after teaching practice in the pupil referral unit ('sin bin’) at Hackney Downs Boys 
Comprehensive – a considerable change of tempo from catholic girls’ grammar schools, she 
realised that she was far more interested in the children, their concerns and issues; problems 
and turmoils, than the subjects she was teaching. She completed the course but did not go on 
to teach. 
  
Instead she got a job in the first Youth Treatment Centre in Brentwood, Essex and worked there 
for four years – “probably the toughest thing I’ve ever done.”  It was set up by the old DHSS as 
a psychotherapeutic secure community for some of the most disturbed adolescents in the 
country. She worked in one of the earliest multi professional teams with social workers, CPNs, 
teachers and psychologists. She went on to take her CQSW at Goldsmith’s University, a course 
based on group work and where her practice was very influenced by Margaret Yelloly. And from 
there, in 1980, to the London borough of Islington – “the ground of many of the best social 
workers – and directors… Joyce Moseley, Jenny Owen, Jeff Jerome, Christobel Shawcross. 
There were a lot of us who were there at the same time with John Rea Price who was the 
director in those days.” 
  
She worked as a psychiatric social worker and rose through the ranks to become Principal 
Social Worker for mental health. In those days I was known as a "boundroid! -  someone who 
worked across the boundaries of health and social care. It seemed obvious to me that to 
achieve the best for whoever you were supporting, that you had to build relationships across the 
supposed boundaries." She was, in fact, very involved in the closure of Friern Barnet, a large 
psychiatric hospital, which at the time was a major step towards ending the role of these huge 
institutions and implementing what became known as community care. 
  
Even though nearly 30 years separates us from those far-off days, she still believes that their 
approach to develop community based options for people who had lived in Friern for most of 
their lives was ‘fantastic’, with continuing lessons and learning for today’s wave of integration. 
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“We were proud to have started from assessing people’s individual needs and supporting them 
to move back in their community in Islington. We didn’t just create smaller psychiatric hospitals, 
which is what some places did.” 
  
More to the point, she feels that what they were actually doing – though they didn’t have a term 
for it then – was personalisation. “We worked with people from where they were. This was 
before community care, and all we had as social workers were ourselves, and our capacity to 
build relationships with people and their communities.” 
  
This explains one of her concerns about the current Care Bill – a sort of deja-vu from the 
implementation of community care back in the early 90s. “What happened there was we lost 
social work and created care management. My hope is that we use the opportunity of the Care 
Bill to reassert the value of social work, because I fear that we have lost it in lots of ways. 
  
“Not totally. But there’s a generation of social workers out there who were trained through and 
after care management implementation, who want to be social workers again and need to be 
supported and enabled to do so. It’s one of the things I feel most strongly about.” 
  
Ten years later she joined the erstwhile Social Services Inspectorate (SSI), based at Euston Tower. 
It was time to make a change, and it was a change that saw her work in a variety of roles there for 
the next 14 years. “It was stimulating and I met the most amazing people. David Lambert was my 
boss, and when he retired I took over from him as the assistant chief inspector for London. 
  
“What I learned from him was that the most important thing was to build a relationship with the 
director: put yourself in the director’s shoes. Think about what it’s like to do the job; the 
loneliness, the responsibilities.... David paid huge respect to directors, and would only appoint 
people to the inspectorate if they could hold their own and have the credibility to win their 
respect; to be challenging as well as supportive.” 
  
She worked in succession with chief inspectors Bill (now Sir William) Utting, Herbert (now Lord) 
Laming and Dame Denise Platt and has enormous respect for them all. Equally for David Gilroy 
who was her boss when she was assistant chief inspector. She did ‘loads of things’ at SSI, “but I 
suppose being ACI was the most scary. It was the beginning of performance improvement, 
setting up the first rigorous performance assessment framework. It wasn’t the most popular 
activity I was ever involved in,” she smiles… 
  
And with Tom Jeffrey (now in DfE) she led on the Quality Protects initiative for children’s 
services at the turn of the current century. “I am enormously proud of that, and especially the 
letter from Frank Dobson (then Secretary of State) reminding all local authorities of their role as 
corporate parents. 
  
“I was passionate about improving life chances for looked-after children, and I was unrelenting 
about it. I’d go to some councils and they didn’t know how many looked after-children they had, 
or whether they had education plans… I felt that that wasn’t right and we owed young people 
more.” As a consequence she recalls having to put a number of London boroughs into special 
measures – including Lambeth where she was ultimately to take over! “It’s an irony I’m back - 
they remembered me and were forgiving enough to have me back…” 
 
Later, she was to leave SSI because “I kept telling people how to do it, but I needed to actually 
prove to myself that I could do it as well.” 
  
But before then she went on secondment for a ‘fascinating’ year in the City of London as 
Director of Social Services, then back to the SSI as Denise Platt’s head of policy. Her remit? To 
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lead the integration of the Inspectorate and the National Care Standards Commission into the 
new organisation which became was the Commission for Social Care Inspection (CSCI). 
  
Looking back, she thinks that it was a ‘great shame’ that SSI ever left Government. It had a 
particular role in being the bridge between central and local government, interpreting one to the 
other and ameliorating policy initiatives and making them more real. “We knew what was going 
on, and Government had to recreate it in some way…” The situation has improved now, she 
thinks, but SSI was a place “where you saw the whole of social services, children and adults as 
well,’ and perhaps its loss has never been fully made up.” 
  
Another of her achievements at SSI was to join the then NHS London Region under Nigel Crisp 
as director of children and older people. It was a very talented team, she recalls, consisting of 
some of the very best: Sally Davies, David Colin Thome, Chris Beasely. “I learned a huge 
amount from them about health and I hope I helped them understand more about social care.”  
An early bid towards integration was to persuade Crisp and others to create co-terminosity 
between London boroughs and the newly forming PCTs - a feat of which she remains proud 
and believes was the foundation of integrating commissioning. 
  
A further period of secondment at Luton demonstrated again her determination and ambition to 
become a director and she is grateful to Darra Singh for giving her the opportunity to prove 
herself. She describes Luton as an inner London borough 30 miles from London but with less 
money. She was there for nearly four years, first as director of housing and social services and 
then leading a new department of housing and community living after the split between children 
and adults – she has never been fully persuaded this was the right move nationally, though she 
acknowledges the positives for children and young people. "Structural change doesn't change 
culture. That's much harder and requires sustained collaborative leadership at all levels." 
  
She hadn’t been looking for another job, but she was head-hunted to join Lambeth in 2007. A 
challenging move to what was then a challenged and challenging borough – and a move that she has 
never regretted. "People thought I was mad!" She particularly singles out the working relationship she 
has had with chief executive Derrick Anderson “who has always backed me 100 per cent" and 
working with really able, politicians, who are genuinely ambitious for their communities.   
 
She acknowledges being part of Lambeth's transformation has been tough “but I have loved 
every minute of it.” And she says "it's been the hardest decision to retire from such a great 
place" where she has been shaping and developing commissioning across the whole council 
and co-chairing one of the biggest and most complex integrated care pathways in London 
where citizens are at the core of the design  "But stepping down is easier when your successor 
has worked with you for the last six years and who shares your passion and commitment to 
sustain positive and open relationships with health colleagues that really deliver better 
outcomes for our citizens."  
  
So - as she allows: a director for over 11 years, a "motley career" with no pathways whatsoever, 
motivated almost solely by the drive to make a difference, she moves on to different, but at the 
same time familiar pastures, keen to put more new energy into her roles as chair of both The 
College of Social Work and the National Skills Academy for Social Care – two organisations 
which she helped set up in the first place: ‘my two great passions’. 
  
She explains: “leadership at every level is what makes a difference. It changes cultures, and 
cultures change behaviours. And social work: I am seeing the most fantastic social workers 
coming into the profession, really motivated. I am positive that we’re developing future leaders. 
But we live in tough times. We have to think more creatively; collaborate right across the board, 
in order to achieve the outcomes citizens and communities want. 
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“If you don't have these values as a social worker you won't achieve good outcomes for the 
people you’re supporting.” Being chair of both helps her combine her ambitions for the 
profession, backed up by colleagues across the whole social care sector who share that vision. 
  
For Jo, things have come full circle, taking her back to her roots as a social worker (she is still 
registered) and wanting to see more social workers sticking up for their profession.  She 
sometimes gets frustrated that some social workers don’t see TCSW as a real opportunity to 
champion their profession and themselves. “Because I’m well connected, with good networks in 
government and elsewhere, I feel that together with Annie Hudson (TCSW’s first chief 
executive) we will develop The College as a centre of excellence, pioneering the highest 
professional standards and when my term of office ends in 3 years I will be able to hand it over 
with confidence to the future leaders of our profession.” 
  
Meanwhile her role with the ‘ground-breaking’ Skills Academy has led her to be Norman Lamb’s 
vice-chair on the Leadership Development Forum; publishing the Leadership Qualities 
Framework (consistent with that of the NHS); creating a community leadership programme 
which Jeremy Hunt applauded after his recent visit to meet the participants who range from 
service users, GPs, chief executives from the voluntary sector, commissioning directors - all 
learning together- a further passion springing from her thinking some years back – at President 
Richard Jones’s instigation – about how it was possible to re-engage social work, and social 
work leadership, with communities. 
  
“That was where we were at in Islington, back in the 1980s, something we’ve taken further in 
Lambeth as we have worked hard to become a co-operative council. What the NSA is working 
on now is put service users centre stage, developing themselves as leaders just as directors we 
develop our leadership confidence. It’s this bringing people together as equals, to lead together, 
using each other’s’ strengths which is something that the NSA – and me in particular – are 
absolutely devoted to. We really do have to look at leadership differently. After all 'Leadership 
starts with us all". 
  
“Mid Staffs and Winterbourne showed unacceptable behaviours, and the latter brought me back to 
my early days working in child care in Australia, and seeing people abusing power and being 
disrespectful of the people they were responsible for: poor behaviour; poor culture. That’s why I’m 
so passionate about this. Behaviour changes culture: it’s how I behave, not what I say that counts.” 
  
While this new world is opening up for her, time to recall that her contribution to ADASS as joint 
chair of the workforce network; assistant honorary secretary and, latterly as treasurer and 
company secretary has spread over a decade. 
  
And there are wider passions too: her love of tennis is legendary among the older, dwindling 
band of ADASS tennis players. And then there is travel (to Mexico in November this year; 
Antigua every year). She loves going on political tours, meeting a wide selection of people 
within different countries: South Africa last year. This year Turkey, accompanied by her 
daughter who is half Turkish, and teaches in the same primary school in London’s Crouch End 
that she attended as a child. 
  
Now, with some of the earlier turmoil with the College settling, member-numbers going up- 
10,000 at the last count (“pretty good since it's only been in existence since March!”)  and with 
more councils seeing the benefits of corporate membership - to improve their social work 
practice, the scene seems set for her to engage with a new challenge - one which has been 
neglected for far too long - of regaining for social work the long-lost place in the sun, which it 
richly deserves, and which for the first time for a generation, does not appear to be quite so 
remote and unattainable as it once was. 
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The Spending Round announced in June included £3.8 billion to be 
placed “into a pooled budget for health and social care services to work 
more closely together in local areas, in order to deliver better services to 
older and disabled people, keeping them out of hospital and avoiding long 
hospital stays.” Was this really a good thing?  And if so why did it 
happen? asks John Jackson. 
 
MY SIMPLE ANSWER is ‘yes’ to the first question. I’ll explain later why 

that is the case although there are strings attached. However, first it is important to start with 
why this happened.   
 
Every area now needs to build a common understanding of where the money is coming from 
and how to make the best use of it. My personal interpretation of why this happened is as 
follows: local government as a whole saw large real terms reductions in grant in the Spending 
Review in 2010.  As we all know this was bound to impact on adult social care because it is the 
largest single budget within the control of local government.   
 
The Department of Health transferred resources from health into local social services to 
moderate the impact but this could not offset the whole reduction in local spending power.  As a 
result local government will have made annual savings of £2.7 billion per annum from adult 
social care by next April with more savings to come. So far, we have managed to protect many 
services but the scope for this is getting more limited. 
 
There has been increasing media attention on both health and social care. Some of this has 
been about issues of poor quality care but there has also been an increasing focus on issues 
where resources are likely to have an impact such as pressures within accident and emergency 
departments. What would the Government do in response in the 2013 Spending Round? 
 
The Government appears to have taken the view that squeezing local government harder than 
other parts of the public sector makes sense.  They are persuaded that we are good at making 
savings. There may also be the suspicion that they believe that local government cuts will 
rebound on the local council rather than the national parties. However the Government also 
appears to be persuaded that social care is vital to maintaining a sustainable health service - 
one of the Government’s declared priorities for protection. 
 
So the Spending Round in June announced another major reduction for local government – a 
further 15 per cent according to the Local Government Association. I don’t know how adult 
social care would have coped if we had had to take our full share of that. I suspect no one in 
central government knew the answer to that question either. An agreement was reached that 
there would be some resources transferred from the health service to provide partial protection 
for adult social care and support the agenda for greater integration of services. 
 
My first piece of advice for directors is to remember that. This transfer is there to protect adult 
social care from the full impact of this latest round of spending reductions. It is not a new pot of 
gold which will be able to pay for lots and lots of new initiatives. 
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Indeed, the £3.8 billion is not a new pot of gold at all. Part of it is currently being spent on 
existing health and care services from the first agreement, the rest is committed to existing NHS 
spend. The principles of the first transfer are likely to remain. The funding can be used to 
support existing services or transformation programmes, where such services or programmes 
are of benefit to the wider health and care system; provide good outcomes for service users, 
and would be reduced due to budget pressures in local authorities without this investment. 
 
 So we all have access to the existing transfer of just under £1 billion.  Clinical Commissioning 
Groups should be spending the money on reablement for that purpose and the money for 
carers for that purpose. It includes capital money that would have come to local government 
anyway. 
 
However, the £3.8 billion does include £2 billion of revenue resources that will be new for adult 
social care. £2 billion is roughly about the impact of a 15 per cent cut in adult social care so I 
think it is correct to say that the Government has created a mechanism that will partially protect 
adult social care. 
 
I say partially for two reasons: first, the £2 billion is not new to the system overall. It will have to 
come from health. Of course, there is scope to reduce spending within the acute sector by 
focusing much more on what happens within the community. However, our NHS colleagues 
have found this hard to achieve in the past, and they will need help to deliver it in challenging 
financial and political circumstances. So there is a real risk that CCGs finding the money will not 
tackle what is happening in the acute sector but will make other reductions which have a 
negative impact on adult social care. 
 
Second, it is clear that £1 billion of the £2 billion will be related to performance so we cannot 
guarantee that it will be achieved. This makes relying on that element in our financial planning 
risky. Chief Finance Officers are not going to be happy building all this money into their plans. 
They will be right to be cautious. If this money is dependent on accident and emergency 
admissions falling, or hospital lengths of stay reducing, then adult social care can help influence 
this to some extent. We cannot control what happens. Actual performance will depend on health 
colleagues working within hospitals. But also on GPs; out of hours services (including 111); the 
behaviour of paramedics, and the behaviour of the public. 
 
All of this might suggest that we should look this gift horse in the mouth. That is not my 
conclusion. There has been significant engagement from all parties in this process, with a 
commitment to get it right this time. The LGA have taken a lead role with NHS England, DH and 
DCLG with strong support from ADASS to ensure good communications and, wherever 
possible, appropriate risk sharing. While the final ink is not dry on the detail (we are likely to 
hear more this NCASC week), the shared understanding that this is going to be hard for 
everyone is evident along with the will to get it right. 
 
 My view from both a national perspective and also from a local – Oxfordshire – perspective is 
that we have to recognise that we are in the same boat as health because our financial 
pressures come from responding to the care needs of a small but vulnerable proportion of the 
population. 
 
The Government has created a framework within which we must work and which reflects this. 
We have Health and Wellbeing Boards which bring together health and local government. We 
have to have a joint health and wellbeing strategy based on the joint strategic needs 
assessment. The Integration Transformation Fund will force us to work together to focus on 
some elements of what we need to deliver. And we need to use all these mechanisms to 
improve the way that we work together.   
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So my advice to directors trying to manage this locally is as follows: 
 
* Remind health colleagues that this money is there to protect adult social care (and remind 
your chief finance officer that this is the case because if you don’t NHS colleagues will.). 
 
* Don’t assume that you are going to get all the money but do assume that you should get your 
share of the £1 billion that is not linked to performance. 
 
* Agree some stretching but realistic  performance criteria together that make sense in terms 
of your local challenges and can be delivered (if they are not the money may be lost to the local 
system). 
 
* Local NHS colleagues may be concerned about finding the money and may also be being 
urged to take a tough line to protect NHS performance. If this leads in some places to an 
unwillingness to look for common ground or listen, then remind them about the political views of 
the Secretary of State, the Minister for Care Services or the Shadow Secretary of State.  If they 
still don’t listen, find ways to escalate this nationally through ADASS; the Local Government 
Association; local elected members, or MPs. 
 
* Start to prepare your local politicians (councillors and MPs) for what radical change in the NHS 
might mean. They can help make this happen as well as stop it. 
 
* Make sure that all of these issues are discussed publicly at your Health and Wellbeing Board. 
 
I accept that all of this is a challenge but it is a challenge that we are going to have to rise to.  If 
we don’t, the people who will suffer are the very service users and carers who we want to help. 
 
John Jackson. 
Joint Chair 
ADASS Resources Network 
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Most DASSs will be thinking through how to implement the Care Bill, 
briefing elected members and the wider council, and responding to any 
continuing consultation. Simon Williams discusses some of the key 
issues. 
 
FIRSTLY, HOW MUCH is it going to cost? ADASS, through its resources 
network, is working with the Department of Health, the Local 
Government Association and several local authorities to get a better 

understanding of this. In September we held a workshop and considered three models on costs 
shared by the Department of Health, London Councils and Surrey County Council.  
 
Our next step is to test these models more widely, so that we can arrive at a model in which 
local authorities can feel confident. Around 12 local authorities of all types and from all regions 
are engaged in this, and will take the London Councils (where relevant) and the Surrey models 
(for all) and run them with local data starting in mid October.  
 
Results will be shared in early November, and by the end of November we intend to have a 
model which can then be used with all local authorities to build a collective sense of the costs 
and to enable local authorities to make their own calculations. 
 
From the workshop in September, it emerged that the models are broadly a complex multiple of 
four factors: 
 

1. Numbers of people in the system. This should be the simplest bit, as we can use local 
demographic and service data supplemented with existing models such as POPPI and 
PANSI. 

 
2. Their financial resources. This now becomes more complex. A range of whole 

population data can be used such as levels of home ownership, house prices, median 
income levels, benefits take up. Even then there will be assumptions about average 
levels of debt on properties, performance of annuity funds, and any changes in the 
national welfare and benefits systems. 

 
3. Their service usage patterns. We know a lot about those currently funded by local 

authorities, but far less about those who fund their own care. We can extrapolate national 
data on the take up of particular services, but how will this change as they approach local 
authorities earlier to ask for advice and start their Care Account?  What reasonable 
assumptions can we make about the contribution of informal care?  

 
4. The costs of these service patterns and what will be allowed for a reasonable care 

account “tariff”. Is this based on the current local authority rate, current local provider 
fees, or some of the current zero based calculations such as the Care Funding Calculator 
or UKHCA home care model? All of them have issues.  
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Knowing already how complex these factors are, it is apparent that no one can be fully confident 
at this stage about costs, but all the models showed a marked escalation from around 2020 
onwards as the £72k cap is collectively reached. 
 
A second question is the impact on the local market, if we assume some movement over time in 
self-funded service patterns away from care homes and towards home-based care, as more 
people benefit from advice earlier on how to stay at home longer. In turn this may further 
increase the average levels of dependency in care homes. Supporting providers to adapt to any 
changes and finding solutions together will be an early test of our new duties to shape the local 
market.  
 
A third question involves the costs and models of local implementation. You can find an article 
by Richard Pantlin in this edition of Futures Online about information systems, how we are 
seeking to align our new duties with existing systems on the market and how we will be looking 
to enable more on line self service.   
 
Alongside this is how we interpret and implement our new duties to provide information and 
advice: what is the optimum mix of on line/hard copy/phone/face to face, and how do we ensure 
that people get reliable financial advice?  We will also be considering our models for self-
directed support as they are scaled up for the needs of those who fund their own care: for 
example will our screening and assessment models need adaptation? Or how will any existing 
brokerage models be used? 
 
A fourth question is the workforce required for implementation, as we will be involved in a lot 
more giving of advice and information and a lot more assessments, but not necessarily so many 
more support plans as most people will be doing their own. Do we think (as I have heard) that 
this means having many more social workers, might there be other models for the type of skills 
needed? 
 
A fifth question is how we implement the Care Bill alongside the priority to have more integrated 
commissioning and provision of services, mainly with the NHS. We cannot run these on parallel 
lines, our new systems and processes will need to address both at once. 
 
Finally, amidst all this we need to remember the fundamental philosophy behind the Care Bill. 
For years we have been talking about our need to move from a highly targeted system based on 
tight eligibility criteria to an offer with greater reach to the community of those needing care and 
support, taking more account of social capital, investing thoughtfully in preventive services, 
taking a broader view of wellbeing, and enabling people to have as much choice and control in 
their lives as possible.  
 
Now this is to become enshrined in legislation, at a time of unprecedented pressure on budgets. 
It will be easy for us to become very focused on all the complex and difficult mechanics of 
implementation: but how are we going to ensure that we also keep a shared local vision for the 
outcomes for local people?  
 
Simon Williams 
Joint Chair 
ADASS Resources Network 
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Richard Pantlin looks at the ins and outs of gearing up IT systems for 
the Dilnot revolution 
 
THE DEPARTMENT OF Health appreciates the importance of early 
planning for information systems to support the successful delivery of the 
care funding reforms and has looked to ADASS to assist. In the words of 

Terry Dafter, Chair of ADASS IMG: 
 
“As it said in the Caring for our Future consultation, the Department of Health is working with the 
ADASS Information Management Group (IMG) to draw on our experience of social care 
informatics. Our National Steering Group has local authority representatives from IT supplier 
user groups and links with Intellect/TechUK, the voice of the UK’s technology industry. Our 
members will be responsible for ensuring systems are upgraded or procured to enable efficient 
processes for the new workload.   
 
“So we are pleased to have engaged with leading IT suppliers directly and to publish a 
comprehensive report on the system implications of the reforms with recommendations. The 
report includes original research that will help DASSs address wider process issues, for 
example around the proposed new duty to transfer care information between LAs as care 
account holders move.” 
 
One objective was to ensure that all the leading IT suppliers were aware of the coming reforms 
and starting to plan for them. Discussions were held with the five case management suppliers 
who deliver systems to 92 per cent of English CASSR’s. Some clearly boned up on the reforms 
just before the meeting and one outcome was that all reported their ability to deliver the 
necessary upgrades to existing systems. In particular, Deferred Payment Agreements can 
already be recorded, though possibly with varying degrees of detail and functionality.   
 
It was not within scope to explore details but one leading social care finance system supplier 
reported already having a useful feature to check property matches against the Probate 
Register. Systems will need enhancing (generally under maintenance contracts) to calculate 
compound interest charges. The two main dedicated social care finance system suppliers 
committed to delivering this by the end of 2014. 
 
A simple parameter change in the main systems will support the increase in the capital 
threshold when the value of the home is taken into account for calculating a client’s contribution 
to their residential care. For LAs with financial assessment systems there will therefore be no 
application cost to this change. But there are some smaller LAs who still use spreadsheets and 
paper for financial assessments.   
 
Given the higher FA caseload the reforms will bring, there may be a business case for them to 
implement dedicated computer systems, which can also bring other benefits in keeping up to 
date with changes to rates and guidance. 
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Care Accounts bring bigger issues. In Caring for our Future DH estimates that there will be up to 
half a million self-funders in 2016 with eligible care needs. That is potentially a 45 per cent 
increase on current caseloads nationally, if they all apply for a Care Account.   
 
This proportional increase in workload will vary very significantly according to the local 
demographics and house prices (because of the added effect of the higher capital threshold). It 
begs the question whether just extending existing processes and systems will be the most 
effective use of resources. 
 
Perhaps not surprisingly, the consultations with existing IT suppliers indicated that they could all 
relatively easily enhance their systems to offer what might be called a ‘Dilnot Care Account’ 
module. (Such a “module” may or may not attract a separate charge depending on the detailed 
scope and existing maintenance contracts.)   
 
Compared to the already complex case management and SC finance applications, the 
additional data and algorithms to support care account records within an LA are not technically 
difficult to deliver. 
 
However, it is the view of ADASS IMG that the care funding reforms should be seen as the 
trigger to: 
 
* Encourage online self-service for some citizens 
* Develop the infrastructure to enable secure electronic data sharing between LAs (subject to a 
national business case). 
 
Both will improve efficiency and represent a good investment of a portion of the £335 million 
made available for implementation of the reforms in 2015-16 (subject to establishing a national 
business case for the latter). 
 
Online self-service for needs and financial assessments? Over £2 billion per annum is currently 
spent on assessment and review. If that figure could be reduced by a modest 5 per cent through 
online self-service for some people and some processes, then it would free up £100 million for 
savings or service delivery or investment in community capacity.   
 
The care funding reforms will bring a new cohort of citizens into contact with social care 
departments and they will have a higher expectation of online service. In particular, many will be 
the 50-somethings applying for care accounts on behalf of their elderly parent so as to protect 
their own inheritance – let’s be honest! 
 
IMG’s research indicates that perhaps as many as 30 LAs have purchased licences for 
integrated citizen portals from their case management suppliers but fewer than half a dozen 
have successfully implemented them. One reason (amongst others) is lack of clarity of the legal 
position regarding online self-assessment.   
 
The first recommendation of the report is therefore: 
 
“The Department of Health should make clear in regulations that it is legally acceptable for 
councils to encourage citizens to carry out an online “pre-assessment” for themselves or their 
loved one before requesting a full needs assessment from the council.  Such an online facility 
should direct users to appropriate advice and information according to the responses that the 
user has given in their pre-assessment.” 
 
There are a number of products already in existence that can be configured for such pre-
assessments. The new national minimum eligibility threshold might enable a more standardised 
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set of questions across authorities and these will need careful design.  Issues of user 
experience, authentication and integration with corporate council websites will need addressing.   
 
Online self-service can also be offered for the next steps in the process: 
 
* Independent Personal Budget calculation  
* Financial Assessment, and 
* Care account statements/queries/appeals 
 
These will need more software development and therefore the IT supplier community will 
require an early indication of the appetite for such an approach. This brings us to our second 
recommendation: 
 
“At Executive level and in consultation with the LGA, ADASS should recommend to its members 
processes for handling the additional self-funder caseload more efficiently including use of the 
online self-service options. In particular, there may be a case for ‘fast-track’ processes for 
current self-funders when the policy first takes effect. There may be implications for information 
systems procurement.” 
 
It should be noted that `procurement` here does not necessarily imply from the existing case 
management suppliers as there could be an argument for moving in a more radical direction to 
foster online client-based support planning portals independent of an individual LA but offering 
data exchange with back-office LA systems through web services at the appropriate points in 
the citizen’s health and care journey.   
 
This would move ASC informatics towards the ADASS IMG vision of a ‘Web of Support`, an 
eco-system of interacting apps including those of care providers and the NHS, all focused 
around, and largely under the control of, the citizen.  Some e-marketplaces already 
implemented are a step in this direction and their suppliers were included in the consultation. 
 
A new ASC Informatics eco-system? The DH consultation proposes quite an extensive set of 
information to be passed to the new council when someone moves out of the area which is 
holding their care account (and possibly delivering services).  This could be the driver for 
developing an infrastructure of data exchange between LAs.   
 
An appendix to the report attempts to estimate the likely volume of movers between LAs.  Given 
the client groups, it will not be very high but, for a county or large Met, could be as many as 15 
people moving out of and into the authority per week. Leeds City Council were included in the 
consultation as an authority with an in-house system and, interestingly, it was they who most 
strongly argued that the exchange of care data for movers should be electronic for greater 
security, reliability and timeliness.  Hence: 
 
“Recommendation 3:  ADASS IMG should work with members, Department of Health, IT 
suppliers and Intellect to assess options for the electronic exchange of care information 
between councils. This should consider secure transport mechanisms as well as the extent to 
which information should be in a structured data schema to enable import into the receiving 
case management system.” 
 
Finally, a national system of data exchange is best based on a unique national person identifier 
and NHS number is the obvious one.  IMG’s research found that at most 13% of CASSR’s are 
systematically maintaining verified NHS numbers across their client base. Clearly, wider use will 
facilitate easier and more reliable data sharing with local NHS partners and, eventually, data 
aggregation for policy analysis purposes at national level.  So: 
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“Recommendation 4:  Based on the initial findings of this report, ADASS IMG should assess the 
costs and benefits of the multiple options for councils to obtain verified NHS numbers in their 
case management systems, so as to make a recommendation to councils as to the most cost-
effective process.” 
 
In conclusion, ADASS IMG looks forward to remaining engaged with the DH on the delivery of 
the care funding reforms. We are re-invigorating our regional networks and ask for the support 
of DASSs in identifying the right local individuals and encouraging their involvement through 
regional meetings and the online forums. 
 
The full ADASS IMG report Implementing Dilnot: just more data or a driver for change is 
available on the ADASS website at http://bit.ly/1cmLs5H 
 
Richard Pantlin 
Independent social care systems consultant  
Member of the ADASS IMG Steering Group in his capacity as elected Social Care Lead 
for Intellect/TechUK, the voice of the UK technology industry. 
 
 

http://bit.ly/1cmLs5H
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How have we come to the present impasse, where some care staff are 
working close to, and in some cases below, the minimum wage? Sarah 
Pickup calls history and experience into the equation in pursuit of an 
answer… and a solution. 
 
When the minimum wage was introduced in Great Britain in 1999 and 
set at £3.60 it was said that it would benefit up to 2 million workers, 
mostly in the service sector. The low pay unit later revised this figure to 

1.5 million. Care workers were not listed amongst the main groups of workers expected to 
benefit from the introduction of the minimum wage. In the first report of the low pay commission 
in 1998 there is a graph that estimates that about 10% of the social care workforce or 100,000 
people would benefit from the introduction of the minimum wage.  
 
A UKHCA report, Who Cares Now?1 published in 2004 states that, at the time of the 
introduction of the minimum wage, most independent sector providers reported that their pay 
rates were above the minimum set at that time. According to the same UKHCA report, in 2000 
64% of homecare was delivered by the independent sector meaning that 36% was still delivered 
by staff employed by local authorities. 
 
About this time last year I gave evidence to the Low Pay Commission in relation to front line 
care workers. We went through a number of questions and the issues and complexity of the 
care industry and then one of the commissioners said something along the lines of ... “Well its 
not as if this affects all that many people.. It's not like the retail sector.” To which I replied that 
there are about 1.6m people working in social care.. “Ah,” they said “but most of them aren't 
near the minimum wage…” and I said “On the contrary, the majority of this workforce would be 
frontline care workers working at or not far above and, unfortunately, sometimes below the 
minimum wage. This is not a small problem.” 
 
The discussion with the Low Pay Commission covered the issue raised recently in the 
Resolution Foundation report Does it pay to care?2 Which explores the extent of underpayment 
of the minimum wage in the social care sector. The commission wanted to know why local 
authorities didn't make payment of the national minimum wage a condition in their contracts for 
care. My reply was that they should not need to: it is, after all, the law.  
 
So how have we reached a position where the people who care daily for the most vulnerable 
older and disabled people in our society are not only among the lowest paid but are sometimes 
not even paid the legal minimum wage?  
 
The Foundation of this problem is the low value which society has historically placed, and 
continues to place, on caring roles, particularly those which do not require formal qualifications. 
Care work has always been low paid. Of course historically, homecare was very different in its 
nature to the services that are ruined today.  
 

                                                 
1
 Who cares now? Bill McClimot and Kim Graves, UKHCA 2004 

2
 Does it pay to care? Matthew Pennycook, Resolution Foundation 2013 
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We still have pictures in Hertfordshire of uniformed ‘home helps’ doing things like helping with 
the washing up, cleaning and making cups of tea. In those days nurses did many of the tasks 
that we require of our homecare workforce today, things like washing people and helping with 
medication etc. So the work is different but the pay has not changed to reflect this shift. 
 
Then of course there is the scale of the industry. The ageing population, the increase in life 
expectancy but not in years of healthy life expectancy, the change in expectation and policy 
which means people expect to be helped to live at home for longer as well as the continuous, 
subtle shift of the boundary between health and social care have all served to expand 
significantly the demand for homecare. So more hours of care need to be delivered and the 
workforce has expanded to support this. 
 
We must turn then to the issue of resources. I have worked in social care since 1995 and for the 
first six years of this time I was responsible for finance in the social services department. Even 
in the times when, with hindsight, we might reflect on relatively good funding, demographic 
pressure, the impact of a drive to competitive tendering in local government, the compulsory 
shift in a portion of care to the independent sector and the focus of the Audit Commission and 
social care inspectorates on value for money through comparative unit costs, meant that there 
was pressure to reduce costs.  
 
This combination of circumstances, together with rigid local authority pay structures and 
employment patterns and working practices which often led to low productivity is why, since the 
mid 1990's, most homecare services have been outsourced.  
 
Initially the pay of transferring staff would have been protected through TUPE arrangements. 
But new staff were normally employed on different, less favourable terms and conditions. 
Outsourcing was usually intended to save money but I know in my own area, savings were 
expected more through improvements in productivity than by reductions in pay. Indeed many 
councils were reassured that TUPE would protect staff from pay cuts.  
 
What this shift in provision did though, was to change service delivery in a way that has made it 
possible to squeeze price and consequently pay, as contracts have been re-tendered whether 
as block, cost and volume or spot contracts. So what we did in the late 90s and through the 
early 2000s was not necessarily wrong and need not have led to issues with pay. But it created 
the conditions that made it possible and more likely that there would be downward pressure on 
pay in the future.  
 
And then came the financial crisis. Big cuts to central government grants to local authorities, 
almost-compulsory freezes on council tax, a pay freeze for public sector staff and no provision 
for any other inflation set alongside the need to fund at least some inflation e.g. fuel and energy 
as well as continuing pressure from demographic changes.  
 
Cost pressures together with grant reductions have meant that local authorities have needed to 
identify savings of 20 per cent or sometimes significantly more over the four year period  to 
2013/14 and will have to the same again in the subsequent four years.  
 
In terms of the impact of these savings on homecare prices, there have been some measured 
and reasoned steps taken, which - while not popular - can be justified. And other actions which 
are not readily defensible but which may seem to be the only option to some of the authorities 
taking them.  
 
So, for example, it is quite hard to argue with local authority members that, when there is a pay 
freeze in place for their own staff, there should be an uplift on fees for independent sector 
services so that they can give a pay increase to their workers. This is a reasoned, if tough 
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approach. On the other hand unplanned price reductions or unreasonable caps on the price that 
will be paid for care or letting contracts in the knowledge that the combined effect of terms and 
conditions will mean that minimum wage is not paid are both more desperate and hard to defend.  
 
Whether action to contain costs is reasoned or desperate, if the minimum wage rises while 
prices are being squeezed, people paid above the minimum will move closer to it, and providers 
faced with increasing the hourly rate of pay may look at other ways to reduce costs which may 
have the impact of reducing real overall pay below the minimum. Inevitably, the squeeze on 
budgets makes a squeeze on pay more likely. 
 
What all of the above serves to illustrate is that the conditions are ripe for pressure on pay. But 
these conditions might be seen as necessary - but not sufficient - to give rise to a situation 
where a substantial minority of the homecare workforce appears not even to be paid the 
minimum wage. Here are a couple of others factors that, it seems, get us to the unacceptable 
position we are in. 
 
First homecare is a complex business to operate. The people who need services, their locations 
and requirements change constantly. There is high turnover in the workforce, rising but 
fluctuating demand, and tight margins that mean running with spare capacity is not viable. All of 
this makes rostering complex and leads to staff being employed in a range different ways and 
sometimes even to a lack of clarity about when they are working and when they are not e.g. if 
there is a gap between visits.   
 
These complexities are explored in detail in the Resolution Foundation report referred to above3 
and are sometimes deliberately exploited to reduce costs and sometimes just misunderstood - 
in both cases with the impact that a substantial number of workers are paid less than the 
national minimum wage for the hours when they could reasonably be seen to be at work.  
 
However, as the report explains, much of this is not clear-cut in law, and it is just not as simple 
as being able to look at someone's hourly rate of pay to check that the minimum wage is being 
paid. Even in less complex industries, enforcement is difficult and there are substantial financial 
and practical barriers to employees wishing to take action against their employers. 
 
In addition to this inherent complexity we must consider the added impact of both poor 
commissioning or procurement by some local authorities and of poor management practices 
and processes by some providers. Local authorities, even in hard times, cannot expect 
providers to deliver services for less than it costs them and any cap on costs set at a level which 
does not allow recovery of full and proper costs is wrong.  
 
On the other hand providers tender against a specification for a service and if they cannot meet 
the specification and comply with the law regarding minimum wage, then they should not tender 
for the work. The combination of these types of poor practice on both sides of the equation is a 
recipe for disaster for care workers and is unlikely to serve well those in need of support. 
 
One other factor for both commissioners and providers to consider is that there is not always a 
correlation between rates paid for care or hourly rates of care workers and staff retention and 
quality of care. There is something about being a good employer to your staff, showing you 
value them not just through rates of pay but by how you treat them and about how you manage 
the business, - the rotas etc. - that has a greater effect than price or  pay.   
 
Efficient management and good employment practices are critical as these are costly 
components of the service too. Commissioners must recognise these costs and the public 

                                                 
3
 Does it pay to care? Matthew Pennycook, Resolution Foundation 2013 
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needs to understand them as, even when pay is at the minimum wage level of £6.19 per hour, 
the cost of getting care to someone when everything is accounted for properly will be double 
that. There are costing tools available that, if used effectively would provide transparency on 
both sides and might prevent or help to minimise poor practice. 
 
Providers have made continual calls for improved commissioning, blaming local authorities for 
low pay and poor practice. The fact is that these things are a shared responsibility. One thing 
we in local authorities might take the "blame" for is being good at stretching the resources, 
finding ways to just about carry on managing, some of which have led us to the current position 
with homecare. As I write this I have just seen the news that many people think some local 
authority services have got better in the last few years with Eric Pickles saying he told us it 
wouldn't all collapse.  
 
Yet within this survey social care was one of the services that was seen to have got worse and it 
is, after all, what councils spend the most money on. As we look to the next four years of 
required savings we will not solve the low pay/minimum wage tight allocations issue in the 
homecare industry by simply improving commissioning or the way agencies are managed. 
Doing all these things right will only serve, I think, to make it clearer than ever before that the 
delivery of high quality care by a fairly paid workforce in the face of rising demand will need 
more resources. 
 
Sarah Pickup 
Immediate Past President 
ADASS 
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The ADASS Business Unit is based at Local Government House in 
London. Some of the team work from there: Jonathan Gardam - Policy 
Officer, Chiamaka Iwunze - Graduate Trainee with the NSA Scheme, 
Catherine Cunningham - Project Administrator and me.  
 
Other much valued members of the team are Drew Clode – Press and 
Policy Adviser and Amanda Fry - Coordinator, based in North Yorkshire 
who organises and coordinates with LGA and ADCS colleagues in the 

successful delivery of the NCAS conference each year.  
 
Amanda’s colleagues Christine Smith and Dani Reeves also support the running of the NCAS 
conference and Dani provides the technical input to the ADASS website.  We are also grateful 
to have access to the expertise of Helen Bolger and colleagues in Lambeth who manage the 
ADASS accounts.   
 
Between us we support the President’s team in the development of policy, respond to 
consultations; manage the infrastructure of the organisation; communications with the 
membership; partner organisations; media and the public - including the ADASS Twitter account 
(more followers are added weekly) - and the website; organise events; link with sponsors, and 
manage the budget. 
 
On the policy front it has been as busy as ever. Work has included supporting the Integration 
Pioneer’s programme. There has been strong interest and a considerable number of 
applications with a huge range of ideas for implementation either within or alongside the 
programme itself.  
 
The personalisation survey has been run again with a narrative of the results expected soon and 
the procurement survey will be updated and re-issued in the autumn. This is especially important 
in view of the current interest in commissioning homecare in particular, the national minimum 
wage and the quality and timeframes needed to meet needs with sensitivity and dignity.   
 
Sandie Keene has identified ADASS as the lead organisation with LGA in the development of a 
Guide and Self- Assessment tool for improved commissioning practice with plans currently being 
drawn up to produce it. The implementation of the Care Bill is moving to centre stage with the 
establishment of a programme office with LGA and financial modelling being piloted. It is a wide 
waterfront with plenty of opportunities for ADASS to chart a safe passage through turbulent waters. 
 
 As one of her last projects for ADASS Jo Cleary has established a new partnership with OLM 
which opens up exciting possibilities for developing the ADASS website. Following an initial 
presentation to the Executive Council in September, there will be a demonstration website at the 
OLM stand (H4 in the exhibition) at NCAS in Harrogate where you can get a hands-on sense of 
the initial building blocks and how policy and regional pages might be built up on the new site. 
Do pay them a visit and feed in your thoughts re priorities for development. 
 
Having successfully offered placements to two graduate trainees from the last two cohorts of the 
National Skills Academy scheme, we took the opportunity in the summer to host an intern. This 
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was the first time the NSA had run a scheme for interns and Rachel Stevenson joined us in July 
for a six-week placement. It was intended to enable a brief close up view at first hand of adult 
social care so that Rachel could take decisions on her future career based on real information.  
 
She managed to cover a lot in a short time, contributing to consultation responses and getting 
involved in a project to find suitable short placements for senior civil servants from the 
Department of Health in local authorities. It is certainly something we would offer to do again if 
another opportunity arises. Meanwhile Jonathan Gardam continues to supervise Chiamaka 
Iwunze in her yearlong placement with ADASS. This enables her to take part in a full cycle of an 
ADASS year – though no two are ever the same! 
 
Over the course of 13/14, ADASS has built on the highly regarded ADASS Budget Survey to co-
produce the Spending Review Submission for 2015/16 with LGA  and has also been at the very 
start of the ongoing development of the Integrated Transformation Fund (ITF)   
 
After five years with us Fionnuala Morrissey, Project Administrator, moved on to a new job in 
September. In that time Fionnuala had covered a lot of the core functions essential to the 
smooth running of the office: you will have received the weekly bulletin from her, she maintained 
the membership database, dealt with day to day finances, responded to requests for speakers 
for conferences, arranged the regular meetings with key partners and the President’s team, 
sorted out agendas and backing papers for Executive Council and Trustees meetings and 
helped with the organisation of the annual Spring Seminar, to mention some. We wish her well 
in her new role. 
 
Mary Gillingham 
Business Manager 
ADASS 
 
 
…And Comings and Goings 
 
April 2013- September 2013 
 
New DASSs 
Herefordshire – Helen Coombes 
LB Hillingdon – Tony Zaman 
Peterborough CC – Jana Burton 
Sandwell MBC – David Stevens 
Hertfordshire CC – Iain MacBeath  

Wakefield MDC – Andrew Balchin 
Worcestershire CC – Richard Harling 
Portsmouth CC – Julian Wooster 
Lincolnshire CC – Glen Garrod 
Essex CC – Dave Hill 

 
New Associates  
Linda Sanders – Ex LB Hillingdon 
Eddie Clark – Ex Worcestershire CC 
Terry Rich – Ex Peterborough  

Margaret Geary – Ex Portsmouth 
Liz Chidgey – Ex Essex 

 
 
Associates who have left 
Maurice Bates 
Neil Singleton  
Helen Helliwell 
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Producing a monthly magazine poses particular challenges when it 
comes to news. The monthly magazine Care Management Matters was 
first published in the Spring of 2003 and has a particular focus on service 
provision and senior managers in adult social care with a circulation of 
16,300, writes Des Kelly. 
 
IT IS SENT to all managers in the membership of the National Care 
Forum and the English Community Care Association and therefore has 
an estimated readership in excess of 20,000 each month.  

 
In my experience good providers want to be up-to-date with the latest policy developments, 
reports and news. They also want to know what commissioners are planning as well as what 
any potential competitors may be doing. In addition to a monthly news round-up we also include 
a regular In Focus feature which offers a slightly more detail and brief analysis of a major item in 
the news such as a report, study or consultation.  
 
The In Focus subjects covered in the last 12 months reflect the busy policy period that it has 
been including the following topics: the Care Bill; the new Care Quality Commission strategy; 
the return of quality ratings; the King’s Fund Commission on the future of health and care; the 
social care commitment; the introduction of Provider Quality Profiles and social care funding 
proposals in response to the recommendations of the Dilnot Commission.  
 
So, there has been no shortage of news or of significant issue to consider. In fact, any one of 
these topics has the potential for substantial ramifications for providers of care and support 
services and, I believe, it is vital that providers are preparing for the implications of policy 
developments to practice delivery. 
 
Arguably, quality is an issue that particularly stands out from the last year as initiatives which 
are directed at driving up quality have been coming think and fast. The work of the Think Local 
Act Personal (TLAP) partnership quality task and finish group has led to a series of publications 
that have sought to gain consensus from people receiving care and support, commissioners, 
providers and other stakeholders, about defining quality and shared responsibilities.  
 
The series of statements have helpfully also linked to the challenges of Making it Real. It is 
encouraging that the proposal to establish a Quality Forum under the auspices of TLAP appears 
to have gained broad sector support. Of course the other reason that quality has featured so 
prominently in the news is that there continue to be revelations about standards.  
 
The Francis Inquiry report with several hundred recommendations probably tops the list. 
Although it was commissioned in response to a health service failure and the main 
recommendations are directed towards hospitals and the NHS there can be little doubt that the 
ramifications will have an impact across adult social care. It is therefore essential that care 
providers (and commissioners) consider the implications of what this important report proposes. 
The terrible events of Winterbourne View private hospital for people with learning disabilities 
were also a stark reminder of what can happen when a culture in a care setting goes so 
seriously wrong.  
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There appears to be emerging attention to the key themes drawn from the Francis Report: 
values and standards; openness, transparency and candour; information; compassion and care; 
leadership and an overarching theme of culture change. It seems likely that the pending 
government response to the report will set in train a further round of activities to address these 
areas.  
 
My sense is that the social care sector is already acting on the recommendations of Francis by 
making the links with existing initiatives and getting on with developing resources. It is evident 
that there is a huge amount of innovative work being undertaken by the best providers, and 
commissioners, to respond in flexible ways to policy and commissioning exhortations to develop 
new services and new ways of working - all of which is especially challenging given the added 
pressure on funding.  
 
I suppose the overriding theme that I would draw from this is that constant change has become 
the norm and there is an increasing need to ensure that managers have the necessary skills to 
manage the transition and the change effectively and successfully … but is that news? 
 
Des Kelly 
Executive Director, National care Forum, and 
News Editor, Care Management Matters 
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A casual observer who heard the government announcement of an extra 
£250m to help the hospitals under greatest pressure this winter would 
have thought this was something we would all welcome. After all 
everyone has heard about increased waiting times at A&E and that some 
hospitals are struggling to cope. However this is not the much-needed 
assistance that it sounds like, writes Sarah Norman 
 
FIRST OF ALL these are not new resources. All localities have received 

winter pressure monies for a number of years to manage pressures on the ground and, while 
these were not a part of base budgets, the decision this year in effect takes that money away 
from some areas and gives it to others  
 
Secondly by redirecting this money at the least successful localities this approach actually 
rewards failure. Indeed it may well also have the unfortunate consequence of tipping some 
localities that are currently managing, into failure, as they will have lost the resources that they 
had previously relied on to fund to succeed.   
 
Thirdly a key feature in those areas where pressures are well managed is that health and social 
care work well together to manage the problem as a whole system. However, despite the 
strategic focus on integration promoted first by the Integration Pioneers and then by the 
announcement of the Integration Transformation Fund, this new way of allocating the money has 
not included any requirements that will encourage that joint working or recognise the pivotal role 
that adult social care has played in many localities which are managing these challenges well. 
 
In my authority - Wolverhampton - we have used winter pressures funding to meet the additional 
pressures by developing a seven-day-a-week, professionally-led model of integrated working 
within the acute trust that has improved both quantitative and qualitative outcomes.   
 
We agreed a target reduction of ten per cent for both delayed transfers of care and length of 
stay.  In the past four months alone the average reduction in delays equates to 26 per cent in 
number and 59 per cent in duration. The team have also collected individual case studies that 
demonstrate improvements in quality of care and better outcomes for patients. We also provide 
social work cover in A&E until midnight to prevent unnecessary admission to hospital by having 
access to social care resources.  
As a result of this success we have now lost our winter pressures funding and this project is 
now at risk. 
 
Most importantly even if this approach helps a few of the areas who are struggling the most to 
meet demand to cope, it is does nothing at all about the much more fundamental challenge to 
reduce demand. Most urgent care is a failure of early intervention, prevention and long-term 
conditions management. There are few acute trust incentives to tackle these route causes. The 
announcement about winter pressure funding this year certainly won’t do anything about that. 
 
Sarah Norman 
Assistant Honorary Secretary (Policy) 
ADASS 
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Making the transition from director of children’s services to chief 
executive of The College of Social Work (TCSW) has been both a 
wrench and exciting for Annie Hudson.  It has necessitated rapidly 
acquiring new knowledge and skills, consolidating existing ones, and 
adjusting and nuancing leadership styles.  Skills in networking and 
influencing have inevitably come greatly to the fore. Her media skills too 

have been both tested and extended. More mundanely, the move has meant embracing the 
joys of living a dual life in London and Bristol (with frivolous aspects such as checking that the 
right shoes are in the right city!). 
 
THE COLLEGE ROLE appealed because of my unstinting belief in social work’s contribution to 
bettering the lives of individuals and communities. It was particularly attractive because there is 
now an unparalleled opportunity for social work to grasp some difficult nettles about credibility and 
consistency of standards. The establishment of The College, the appointment of the nation’s first 
two chief social workers and of principal social workers has created a new space and capacity 
into which social work can step up to deliver -  and be seen to deliver - on its promise.   
 
The College is a new social work institution that signals, along with the chief social worker and 
principal social worker roles, a real opportunity for the sector to embed professionally-led and 
'owned' high standards of practice, learning from both medicine and education.  We have a 
collective responsibility to build effective practice-focused system leadership to drive up practice 
quality, to give social work a stronger voice, and to convey better social work’s contributions to both 
the public and across the sector. That said, it would be disingenuous to pretend that there are not 
enormous challenges, as service pressures intensify, need rises and expectations proliferate.  
 
I have not yet reached my first 100 days in the job but some priorities are already clear.  Firstly, 
as the new ‘kid on the block’, a key task for The College is to carve out its unique contribution as 
it defines and demonstrates where and how it can give specialist added value as well as where 
it must work in harness with other organisations, including other professional organisations.   
 
I have been struck by the breadth and number of national organisations working within similar fields; 
there are simply many flowers blooming!  The need for effective strategic alliances and for the 
avoidance of duplication and unhelpful competition is very evident. Inevitably therefore during my 
first few weeks, there has been much networking; in so doing, there have been some unexpected 
encounters with 'blasts from my past', including former students, colleagues and ‘bosses’.   
 
Turning now to the general work of The College, there needs to be recognition of the very 
considerable, and at times difficult, work that many sector leaders have undertaken to establish 
The College and an effective infrastructure. I know that many directors have been very 
instrumental in setting up strong governance arrangements including a new Board, chaired by 
Jo Cleary and an elected Professional Assembly (See A Place in the Sun in this issue of 
Futures Online).   
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Elections for three faculty chairs and steering groups (adults, mental health and children and 
families) will be held shortly. The College has self evidently moved from being an organisation in 
set-up mode to one that is developing and, while not yet mature, is on a clear trajectory for 
delivering its mission to be a centre of excellence; the custodian of high professional standards, 
and to be a strong voice for social work.  
 
Membership is growing fast: there are now around 10,000 members, and just under 50 
corporate members. Membership is, as you know, pivotal to The College’s sustainability.  We 
hope that, notwithstanding stretched budgets, you are actively considering corporate 
membership (if you have not already done so). This will provide your social work workforce with 
excellent professional development resources and a variety of opportunities to contribute to the 
future of the profession.  
 
Three aspects of The College’s work are critical – namely work on social work practice, policy, 
and its public profile. These three ‘P’s are at the heart of the business of The College.  Leadership 
of, and support for, great social work practice is arguably the beginning and end of what The 
College is and must be about. This involves developing The College as a centre of excellence, 
spotlighting great practice and provoking constructive debate on 'wicked' practice issues.   
 
It also entails providing some ‘grit’ at times, challenging contemporary practice when this is falls 
short of high standards. To this end The College is involved in an increasingly diverse range of 
projects and initiatives which include endorsement of qualifying and CPD social work 
programmes; providing mentors; joint guidance on social work with people with learning 
disabilities who have mental health conditions following Winterbourne View, and work on 
domestic violence.     
 
Especially important to ADASS will be The College's support for the new principal social worker 
for adults network.  I attended – along with Lyn Romeo (chief social worker for adults) - the 
recent and extremely well-attended inaugural meeting in Birmingham. The buzz and vitality of 
discussions was very striking, indicating a strong thirst for critical and robust debate about adult 
social work issues and reflecting on how better to share and transfer good practice.   
 
The College's discussion paper on the business case for adult social work has generated much 
debate. Those working in children's services often feel that their contribution is publicly 
maligned, with social work all too often the default position in public debate when tragedies 
occur, But within adult care there is a singularly different challenge. The challenges stem in part 
from the fact that there are many different organisational interpretations of the social work role, 
and because adult social work can be either invisible or marginal within social care discourses. 
The College is determined to help spotlight better the unique and ‘value added’ contribution of 
adult care social work.   
 
The College’s policy work is also gathering momentum, with much activity in relation to the Care 
and Support Bill, for example through influencing Parliamentary debates.  Finally, we know from 
feedback from social workers that The College's public profile is vital to professional morale as 
well as to the important task of explaining to others what it is that social workers do, how and 
with what results.  
 
We all know only too well that social work’s profile in the media continues to be, at best 
problematic and, at worst very negative, despite everyone’s best efforts. This is arguably always 
going to be an uphill struggle, given what might be described as deeply institutionalised societal 
ambivalence about social work.    
 
Over the past year The College - and its increasingly broad band of media volunteers - have 
been contributing to national and local debates, for example, following recent serious case 
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reviews, in work with Age UK on eligibility and pressures in services for older people, and in 
drawing attention to the challenges of mental health social work in our communities. The 
College now has some very eloquent media volunteers, highlighting how social work 
practitioners are often the best champions for the profession. As in our work in Bristol with the 
BBC on the TV series Protecting Our Children, so once again I have been struck with how 
practitioners bring unique authenticity and authority to public discussions about social work.  
  
If The College is to realise its mission to be a strong voice and force for great social work, then 
what might this mean for colleagues within ADASS?  Firstly it entails senior managers 
legitimising and supporting social work leaders and practitioners stepping into professional 
leadership roles. The work of the principal social workers here is crucial. Secondly, The College 
needs to be have good quality dialogue with ADASS colleagues, perhaps through its regional 
meetings.  
 
The College's priorities must be set by its membership but shaped by the perspectives of key 
stakeholders. There are, for example, some pertinent questions to be asked about how CPD  
should look in the future and in the context of the two national reviews of initial qualifying social 
work education (by David Croisedale – Appleby in relation to adult care social work and by Sir 
Martin Narey in relation to children’s social work).   
 
My final ‘ask’ of ADASS members is for you to help The College communicate effectively with 
your social workers about The College’s ‘offer’. We need your ideas and feedback (critical and 
otherwise) about how The College can best support excellent practice. I know that The College 
can and will deliver on its ambition; it is having increasingly real purchase and influence on 
social work in England - and in the longer term, internationally but that is for another day!   
 
I look forward to working with ADASS in making The College a vibrant and dynamic force for 
great social work practice.     
 
Annie Hudson 
Chief Executive 
The College of Social Work 
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The new post of Chief Social Worker for Adults, based in the Department of Health, provides an 
unparalleled opportunity to consolidate and support the role and contribution of social workers in 
delivering better outcomes for people with care and support needs. Lyn Romeo gives us an 
insight into the workings of her new post. 
 
GOOD SOCIAL WORK practice has always involved putting the individual first and social work 
values such as respect for the individual and self-determination have long been at the heart of 
the social work ethos. Social workers’ collaborative, co-production approach to empowering 
individuals and their carers to shape and design the support that will achieve the lives they want 
for themselves really does make personalisation a reality.   
 
I feel very privileged and delighted to have been appointed to this role. I have been in post for 
five weeks but I have already met with many social workers from all over England who have 
welcomed having a chief social worker for adults in central government. Working with key 
leaders in the profession and with the principal social workers in each local authority, we 
have the opportunity to influence the momentum of reform in social work and to support and 
challenge the profession to ensure that people get the best possible help from social workers.    
 
What could be better than that!? 
 
Providing professional input to policy making, both in relation to social work reform and the 
contribution of social work and social workers to policy implementation more broadly, firmly places 
social workers at the centre of ensuring the delivery of the best possible social care services.   
 
This includes the major opportunity to refocus the adult social care system  and for social workers 
to work creatively  with social capital and community resources to be more creative and 
imaginative when finding ways of meeting needs  in an  increasingly challenging financial context. 
  
I have been spending a lot of time  talking and listening to social workers and social work 
 leaders and managers  to understand their take on the challenges and issues facing social 
work with adults and the steps to take to support and improve the quality and outcomes of social 
work services. I shall want to take forward the social work reform recommendations in relation to 
education, training and continual professional development and recruiting and retaining social 
workers, ensuring that they have good supervision, continuing professional development and 
that practice is organised in ways which maximise their professional effectiveness are priorities. 
 
Equally important is communicating a clear and compelling vision for social work, ensuring we 
concentrate on what matters to people who use services and that the wider public hear 
about the challenging and complex nature of social work.   
  
It is imperative that we grasp the opportunity for social workers to be lead professionals in 
ensuring that people experience good quality integrated responses to their health and care 
needs. We know that people using integrated mental health services tell us how much better it 
is for them to have more holistic responses to their needs.   
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There are some significant challenges ahead for social workers in adult services - but real 
opportunities as well. Playing a key role in effectively implementing the Care Bill,  providing 
skilled and robust social work interventions to ensure people have every opportunity to reach 
their potential and engendering an evidence-based and research minded approach to doing 
what works is an important element  in building a stronger and more confident profession.   
 
I feel very fortunate that I have the opportunity to work collaboratively with my 
colleague, Isabelle Trowler, the Chief Social Worker for Children and Families and with the 
other key leaders and academics to improve social work across the sector.  I have been in 
social work now for 40 years, including the four years I spent doing my social work degree.  
 
Now that’s a scary statistic!  But I can honestly say that I feel as passionate now about the work 
that social workers do and the real difference that they can make as I did on that first day when I 
started my student placement in a mental health team. The journey continues and I have always 
travelled hopefully. Social workers will continue to adapt and respond to the changing 
environment and contexts within which they serve, and I am optimistic that the profession is well 
placed to continue to play a key role in helping people to have better lives.        
  
Lyn Romeo 
Chief Social Worker, 
Adults 
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Professor Martin Knapp recently wrote for ADASS on the importance of 
research and practice working collaboratively to improve outcomes for social 
care. Martin and colleagues leading the Social Care Evidence in Practice 
(SCEiP) project are now working with practice colleagues to develop a 
preventions evaluation framework. This is just one example of how research 
and practice knowledge is being drawn together to improve social care 
practice. Anji Mehta, who leads the SCEiP project with Martin, explains 
further with reference to a workshop held on September 25 this year. 

 
PREVENTION IS AN area where the evidence base is under-developed yet where there is a 
clear need for evidence to answer questions of what actually works and how to support 
decision-makers to invest scarce resources in the most effective way. Collectively developing 
new research studies to provide new evidence is important. And we know funding bodies such 
as the National Institute for Health Research are working on this. Yet we understand that for 
decision-makers knowing this does not help to support the decisions that need to be made now 
and the resources that need to be allocated this year or next.  
 
That is not to say there is no relevant evidence available. The evidence base is developing, 
both from practice and research, with large-scale evaluations funded by the Department of 
Health providing evidence on prevention through studies on the Partnership for Older People 
Projects (POPP), home care reablement, telehealth and telecare and personal health budgets; 
and organisations such as TLAP funding evaluations of community capacity projects.  
 
And such studies provide valuable lessons. We know POPP and home care reablement 
services were evidenced as being cost-effective. Telehealth and telecare was not. And 
community capacity projects (specifically time banks, befriending services, community 
navigators) were evidenced as being value for money.  
 
We of course need to draw together information on potential inhouse research studies that local 
authorities are undertaking which do not always get reflected in evidence/literature reviews, and 
there will always be limitations in any research study that we need to be aware of.  
 
How are decisions on investments in prevention made? 
 
From a recent study by the University of Birmingham funded by the NIHR School for Social 
Care Research we know that local authorities involved in the study made decisions on which 
services to invest in based on “findings from central government-funded pilot initiatives and 
reports from third sector organisations… local analysis of current and predicted need, referral 
patterns and current use of services… views of older people and professionals… learning from 
the experiences of LAs that had already developed a similar service… political commitment.” 
 
When research and practice knowledge come together there is substantial potential to develop 
robust frameworks to help support decisions on services and resourcing based on both 
research and practice knowledge.   
 
 

http://www.nihr.org.uk/
http://www.lse.ac.uk/LSEHealthAndSocialCare/aboutUs/PSSRU/Preventions-Evaluations-Framework-Paper.pdf
http://sscr.nihr.ac.uk/PDF/Findings_17_prevention-initiatives_web.pdf
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Developing the preventions evaluation framework 
 
A call for engagement from the SCEiP project in August last year led to a request from Peter 
Hay (Birmingham) to explore the evidence base for reablement. A workshop in Birmingham in 
January… a Leader’s Forum in May with research in practice for adults (rifpa)… a request from 
Anthony Ivko (Birmingham) to develop a preventions evaluation framework… a draft discussion 
paper… all led to a workshop on 25 September at the London School of Economics and 
Political Science with 18 practice colleagues across 10 local authorities. Extensive discussion 
took place over the course of the day. Although a draft framework did not prove possible to 
develop during the workshop, key principles were identified to support its development. A brief 
summary of some of the discussion follows: 
 
A preventions evaluation framework is needed to support making the strategic case for 
investment, particularly for work to lead into integration with health and implementation of the 
Care Bill 2013, enable shared learning across local authorities, inform effective practice and set 
minimum acceptable standards for evaluation of services.   
 
The starting point for any framework is to define its scope. There is a lack of a national 
consensus on what comprises preventive services, with prevention often narrowly defined. Key 
principles for a definition included suggestions around: 
 

 Focusing on maximising and maintaining good quality of life and wellbeing  

 Having a positive focus but without forgetting needs 

 Understanding who the definition was for (local authority, people who use services, 
carers), whether inclusive or exclusive definition, and framing it appropriately  

 Reflecting relationships and connections to broader services (e.g. public health) 

 Clearly setting out responsibilities for all those involved in services  
 
The framework should have a common language, be national but adaptable to local contexts, 
and set key principles and minimum thresholds. 
 
It needs to be recognised that services do not generally have immediate outcomes and 
investment in a service may take a year or more to show its value, but the robustness of any 
evaluation will be relative to the data available. Key principles for measuring costs and 
outcomes included: 

 Final outcomes should be central to any outcomes evaluation and mapping expected 
processes of the “intervention” in terms of likely  
o impact on outcomes (which outcomes, and for whom) 
o impact on service use 
o likely duration of the impact on costs and outcomes 

 It is important to capture the diversity of the nature of service users and the different 
effects of services on different clients, and because of this diversity, understanding 
optimal targeting of resources is key 

 Evidence that matches the mapping exercise should be collected, including 
o which outcomes: process outcomes (e.g. service quality) vs. final outcomes 

(satisfaction, quality of life) 
o service use data 

 Data collection and analysis methods should be used which allow isolation of 
o the additional effect of the intervention 
o the effect of the intervention on different “user” groups. 

 
Most importantly, the framework needs to be practicable and realistic. 
 

http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/socialcareevidenceinpractice/2013/07/16/can-we-develop-an-evidence-based-preventions-framework/
http://www.lse.ac.uk/LSEHealthAndSocialCare/aboutUs/PSSRU/Preventions-Evaluations-Framework-Paper.pdf
http://www.lse.ac.uk/LSEHealthAndSocialCare/aboutUs/PSSRU/Preventions-Evaluations-Framework-Paper.pdf
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The Social Care Evidence in Practice project team are now working to: refine the original 
discussion paper, produce a report from the workshop further summarising the key principles 
and continue discussions with workshop participants and others. Following this, the project team 
will continue to work with ripfa, the Social Services Research Group, Anthony Ivko and ADASS 
colleagues (among others) to determine feasible next steps. Documentation (the discussion 
paper, report from the workshop, presentations) will be available on the project website shortly 
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/socialcareevidenceinpractice/).  
 
We would welcome any further inputs (see http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/socialcareevidenceinpractice/a-
prevention-framework/). Please email ke-socialcare@lse.ac.uk with any comments/suggestions 
as we take the work forward. If anyone has a preventions evaluation framework we would be 
keen to hear from you! 
 
Evidence clinic at NCASC 2013 
 
Work on the preventions evaluation framework is one aspect of the Social Care Evidence in 
Practice project. Other work underway includes mini projects with local authorities on various 
practice issues (use of direct payments with a carer, quality of life measures, proving prevention 
methodologies), and exploration of the best methods for increasing communication between 
research and practice. The SCEiP project team are always on the lookout for innovative 
methods or approaches to trial, and one such approach is an evidence clinic at this year’s 
NCASC conference (as well as a fringe session on 16 October on the evidence for telecare). 
We will be available throughout the conference (stand L1) to hear about your needs for 
evidence and provide the support we can; do come and visit us. 
 
Anji Mehta 
Finances and Communications Manager, NIHR School for Social Care Research 
Administrator, Personal Social Services Research Unit, London School of Economics 
and Political Science 
Project Manager, Social Care Evidence in Practice project 
 
The views expressed here are of the author and not necessarily reflective of the SCEiP project 
or its partners. 
 
 
 

http://www.lse.ac.uk/LSEHealthAndSocialCare/aboutUs/PSSRU/Preventions-Evaluations-Framework-Paper.pdf
http://www.lse.ac.uk/LSEHealthAndSocialCare/aboutUs/PSSRU/Preventions-Evaluations-Framework-Paper.pdf
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/socialcareevidenceinpractice/
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/socialcareevidenceinpractice/a-prevention-framework/
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/socialcareevidenceinpractice/a-prevention-framework/
mailto:ke-socialcare@lse.ac.uk
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/socialcareevidenceinpractice/2013/07/29/innovative-use-of-direct-payments-with-carers-a-mini-project/
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It is important to recognise the progress made in personalisation over 
the past six or seven years, writes Martin Farran. There are many 
examples of how adult social care has previously embraced significant 
change and elements of personalisation, eg closure of long-stay learning 
disability and mental health hospitals, the introduction of the Community 
Care Act etc.  The current journey arguable began in 2006/7 with the 

inception of the Individual Budget IB Pilots – 13 local authorities who effectively were the 
trailblazers, with a target for 200 IB’s each over two years. 
 
I AM PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO SAY that Barnsley was one of the 13. That said, after six 
months I was beginning to question if we had made a mistake. It was a real slog. And although 
there was an independent university-led review, it was far too early in the pilot to draw any 
meaningful conclusion. Thankfully we persevered, and this became the embryo of 
personalisation as we know it, as we realised it was effectively our future core operating model 
and would become the default approach. 
 
This was reinforced in 2009 by the launch of Putting People First PPF, industrialising 
personalisation as a requirement for all local authorities. While much of the focus was on 
personal budgets 30 per cent target by the end of year three, there were also a series of 
milestones as key steps to support the broader development of personalisation, eg. the 
development of a universal information and advice strategy.  
 
It is also important to note the level of commitment and support from the Department of Health, 
both in terms of an implementation team and dedicated funding for each local authority to 
implement PPF – carrot and stick! 
 
We should be truly proud of our achievements to date, as many commentators have referred to 
it as potentially the biggest change in social care since the introduction of the NHS and Welfare 
State. By the end of PPF the majority of local authorities had achieved or exceeded the 30 per 
cent target.   
 
The 2013 Personalisation Survey by ADASS has evidenced further progress with 73 per cent 
reporting that more than 70 per cent of all eligible adults received personalised services and 
support in 2012/13; only nine per cent of councils reported that less than 50 per cent of those 
eligible received personalised services and support.  
 
Where does it leave us? What next? What are the challenges, and where should we focus to 
have the biggest impact?   My top tips: 
 
* Focus on the customer journey – manage the front end.  Don’t rely on eligibility criteria to 
restrict access. Invest in a proactive universal information and advice strategy which provides 
information, advice and triage support to a broad range of health and social care services.  
Enable and promote self-care/management and signpost people to alternative services. 
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* Focus on self-care/assessment which is outcome focused. The assumption is that service 
users self-manage; our role is to ensure the level of support they need to do so. Keep the self-
assessment process simple – no 40 page forms, with specialist input as required, and embrace 
risk management. Being risk-averse limits creativity and opportunities, restricting service users 
from living the life they want and achieving their outcomes. 
 
* Focus on market development. We have moved on from traditional ‘commissioning’ – 
purchaser/provider split. Our role is predominantly strategic planning to meet needs and market 
facilitation, supporting service users as micro commissioners. For providers this means focusing 
on those in direct receipt of their services as purchasers – being responsive, quality of service etc.  
 
* Focus on developing personalisation as part of a broader citizenship approach – 
individuals, families and communities as assets as opposed to the traditional deficits model.  
Recognise people’s strengths and abilities, promote reciprocracy – ask those in receipt of 
support what they can offer, however small, change the relationship from a culture of 
dependency/control. In my experience, most people are happy to reciprocate: the issue is that 
they simply were not previously asked. In return, create opportunities for relationships, social 
interaction and mutual support. 
 
Six years ago a colleague said to me personalisation is the new evangelism. I think they were 
right. Did any of us think we would have made the progress achieved to date with the majority of 
those eligible in receipt of a personal budget? What could we achieve in the next six or seven 
years if we apply what we have learnt to the broader community, health and well-being? 
 
Martin Farran 
Joint chair 
ADASS Personalisation Network 
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As delegates meet, network and attend the events at the national 
conference in Harrogate this week, ADASS trustees will be starting a 
piece of developmental work about what’s next for the Association: its 
people, purpose, positioning, organisational design and business 
delivery. Richard Webb sets the scene… 
 
ADASS BELIEVES IT has played a visible and influential role in many 
aspects of social care and wider public service policy and leadership over 

the past few years. Key impacts include: personalisation, workforce reform, spending reviews, 
legislative reform, specific population group policy and system changes (e.g. older people, 
people with learning disabilities etc.), response to market management issues, and sector-led 
improvement. 
 
As an Association, we have a strong record in both thinking and delivering, promoting thought 
leadership within the sector and beyond and being trusted to lead the delivery of major 
transformations in policy, culture and practice. 
 
In the future, ADASS wants to consolidate and develop its position as: 
 
* The leading voice of social care, 
 

* Influential across government, the media, the social care and wider local government and 
health sectors,  
 

* Well-placed and flexible in its positioning, leadership and organisation to meet the 
opportunities and challenges of the future, 
 

* A ‘hot ticket for DASSs’, with: 
 

* All councils signed up as members and many individuals playing an active role within 
the Association’s work at whatever level and on a long or short term basis; 
 

* An inclusive approach to engagement across region, age, gender, ethnicity, sexuality, 
disability, 
 

* The ability to attract involvement from talented people and the capacity to grow, 
develop and succession plan for the next generation of social care leaders 
 

* Making best use of an extended membership, 
 

* Achieving the maximum impact for the lowest cost and the highest  level of value, 
engagement and participation for its membership 

 
The Association wants the developmental review to test out the propositions set out below, and 
ensure that ADASS flourishes at a time when LAs are facing unprecedented financial 
challenges.  
 
David Pearson, ADASS Vice President will sponsor this review and the Association will be 
looking to work with an external partner to bring recommendations to Trustees and the 
Executive Council in 2014/15. 
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Crucially this work will rely on participation, with the focus being on getting the views of directors 
and the wider membership, with ADASS staff and with partner organisations: 
Some of the questions which could be pertinent to this review then, may include: 
 

How is ADASS perceived: what are its strengths and what improvements does it need to 
make to develop its profile and impact? 
 
How can ADASS build on its reputation as a thought leadership body and a delivery partner? 
And how can it best optimise its capacity in the light of increasing engagement expectations 
from the DH, LGA and other key partners? 
 
What do we need to do to ensure that the current leadership, involvement, decision-making 
and communications arrangements fit for purpose and sufficiently flexible to meet the 
opportunities and challenges of the next 5-10 years – both at national and regional levels? 
 
How can the Association better engage, and encourage active participation from, DASSs 
across more councils, a wider range of regions and across gender, ethnicity, disability and 
sexuality? What options are there to encourage one-off assignment and long term active 
participation in ADASS’ work? 
 
How can ADASS engage and involve its membership in the most effective ways which take 
account of DASSs having much broader roles and councils being less able to fund travel and 
outward facing activity? How could technology assist? 
 
In what additional ways can ADASS grow or diversify its income base? 
 
How can the Association provide more capacity to support the President and DASSs who are 
leading major national programmes on behalf of ADASS? What cost-effective options could be 
considered both in terms of capacity from within the membership and on a funded officer basis? 
 
Are the current HQ and related officer functions optimised in terms of future opportunities and 
challenges?  
 
What needs to be done to improve succession planning for key leadership roles? Do the 
roles, and the support and capacity offered to them, need to change and what would an 
effective ‘succession management’ strategy look like? 
 
Are we making the most of the extended membership and the Associates and what more 
could we do? Should the membership offer extend further?  
Is there scope for making ADASS less-London centric, whilst maintaining the strong links to 
Government, the LGA and other key partners? 
 
Is there any significant learning on these issues from other comparator leadership 
organisations (e.g. SOLACE, ADPH, ADCS, ADSW, ADPH, NHS Confederation etc?) 

 
We will find a way of engaging stakeholders. But in the meantime if you have any comments 
please post them to ADASS mailbox. The more views the merrier. 
 
Richard Webb 
Honorary Secretary 
ADASS 
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Personalised services based around technologies that empower people to live more 
independently at home are on the rise, according to Tunstall’s Kevin Alderson… 
 
USING REAL-LIFE examples from across the country, the session will illustrate the ways in 
which Tunstall, Hillingdon and Real Life Options have worked successfully together in 
innovative partnerships to make systems more efficient and to deliver improved outcomes for 
service users. Delegates will learn more about how models of service delivery can be adapted 
to bring benefits to their own area, controlling costs in a time of austerity while improving the 
quality of life for older people and those with long-term care and support needs.  
 
The London Borough of Hillingdon Council Adult Social Care is an example of how 
organisations can take an innovative approach to service delivery. They have worked in 
partnership with NHS Hillingdon and Tunstall to develop a new model of care which effectively 
mainstreams telecare and reablement services.  
 
The aim is to create a fundamental shift in service provision away from institutionalised care, 
towards home-based support, risk prevention and early intervention. By taking this approach, 
the Council has delivered several millions of pounds of savings, reduced long-term 
residential/nursing care placements and homecare hours, delayed demand for further services 
and residential care – and supported Hillingdon’s mission to enable residents to live healthy, 
safe lives in the home of their choice.  
 
The national voluntary organisation Real Life Options employs over 1,800 people and is 
involved in the lives of 750 people who have a learning disability or autism, working across 
England, Scotland and Wales. Real Life Options, working in partnership with those who use its 
services, Birmingham City Council, Tunstall, Helen Sanderson Associates and Birmingham 
University, has embarked upon an exciting and inclusive project to increase choice and control 
for the people it supports.  
 
The Transformation of Residential Care Homes (TORCH) project is the first of its kind to be 
formally evaluated by an academic body, resulting in valuable data which will assess how 
telecare-enabled person-centred care and support can be both cost effective and deliver 
improved outcomes for service users. The aims of the TORCH project include providing greater 
choice and control for service users by introducing telecare and supporting the move to 
Individual Service Funds, as well as delivering financial savings that in turn ensure the long-term 
viability of service provision.  
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It's been seven years since children's services were part of Peter Hay’s 
management span. That’s more time apart than the longest serving DCS 
in his region. It wasn't a seven-year itch that reunited them. But now they 
are back together, they are both rediscovering the relationship. Here, he 
offers his reflections and welcomes yours back, (with prizes for finding 
the Shakespeare quote!) 
 
I AM NOT sure about the name. Last time we were together, I was called 

a director of social services. I don't hanker for old titles ("Beadle" is most unattractive). However 
the new term of ‘double hatter’ seems to go with a form of abuse I had from Irish teenagers 
muttering about my big protestant head. A proposed job title of ‘Director of People’ has been 
fatally holed by my son's exclamation that this sounds like a North Korean Dictator. 
 
Still, we have overcome the awkwardness of the name by not using names. I found some things 
that are so much better. This month 28 young people from Birmingham's care system started at 
University, all with guarantees of financial support. It's great to see some energetic and 
determined social workers doing excellent work. Risks from parenting are mixed with poverty, 
drugs, gangs, guns, menace, and mingle into combinations that were unimaginable when I did 
what our social workers do. 
 
Still, we all try to avoid deficit models. So we're doing something about making sure we 
celebrate our strengths: anyone who watches Gareth Malone's forthcoming Choir series will see 
proof that we do know what good looks like. We will sing some of our story and probably face 
criticism for it too. 
 
Sadly, we know all too well that we don't have enough that is good. Everybody knows our 
deficits but we have found facing them hard. Like many new relationships, our biggest pressure 
comes from managing resources. We don't have enough great social workers to do the volume 
of social work needed by our children. There are no quick riches, so we are planning to build up 
our staff resources over time. Yet time is the one thing we don't have. 
 
Maybe we wasted time and now time wastes us?  We have had to again face up to a harrowing 
past. Our apology for the death of Keanu Williams was sincere. We couldn't claim any 
improvement nor could we say we had learnt lessons. We know that there remain real risks. 
Being honest is hard, but deception never made a good alternative. All this pains me, yet you 
thank me for honesty, which paradoxically hurts all the more. 
 
Our new found clarity has been matched by the Leader of the Council making the offer of 
support that our vulnerability needs. That commitment is now starting to show not just in the 
actions of a very able Cabinet member but in everything the council does. It's going to be tough 
to show that support in a harsh climate. Yet straight answers come from honest questions. 
   
Somehow it has all become very complicated while we have been apart. Last time we were 
together I remember we used Lord Laming's call to manage complex risks through ‘doing the 
simple things well’. We have taken that off the shelf, blown the dust off and started to focus on 
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things that we know have worked for others, just as they once worked for us. Some core and 
constant principles are vital. 
 
I have struggled to find you behind a wall of noise. There were so many performance indicators, 
priorities and working groups that we have had to start by working out what really matters. Top 
down had dominated over bottom up; the managerial at times blocked the professional. 
Performance will only be managed when we can hear each other. 
 
I have been shocked to find that we have forgotten that listening is the key to a great 
relationship. I have found shell-shocked staff, weary from restructures and angry at being 
ignored.  Trust is at a low point, some scepticism has been learnt and is even merited. To 
rebuild trust we have made a series of simple commitments, in short plain sentences. It's the 
most simple of plans. Together we will talk about how we are getting on.  Accountability is a 
conversation. 
 
We are beginning to look outwards, after a period of surprising isolation from regional and 
national support. Networks will help us, if we allow them. Now that we have got some grip on 
what we need to do to improve, all offers of help are welcome. The generosity shown us by the 
sector and the local government family has brought support alongside our own efforts. 
Receiving help is possible. 
 
I know you need something more than our relationship. What you need to know is that the way 
we do things round here is embedded in the best of the continuity and certainty that a Council 
can bring. That's not in my gift. We are starting to see some of what that looks like, but it takes 
time to build the iterative rhythm of the way we do it round here. There I go again too - back to 
that time thing. The very thing we don't control. The very mention of it sounds like a plea or an 
excuse, but I can't see quick fixes and I lost my magic wand some time ago.  
 
So here we are. Together again. Your past experience means you want to know what's next? 
We face the contradiction between the demand for urgency, with a recognition of the scale of 
the task ahead. So we live with ambiguity. Meanwhile we try to take a step at a time towards the 
improvement our children so need us to make. It's all we can do: to do all we can.  
 
Peter Hay 
Strategic Director, Adults and Communities, and 
Interim Director of Children’s Services 
Birmingham 
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